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"ANTITRUST AND MARKET POWER IN AGRICULTURE"
Ro~ert A· Bicks
Assis·ta.nt Attorney General
in charge of the
Antitrust Division
u. s. Department of Justice

It was with pleasure that I agreed to participate in this

1960

.Agri-

cultural Marketing Conference here at the Ohio State University to discuss
antitrust's relation to the agricultural segment of the American economy.
In line with the theme of this Conference -- "Market Power in Agriculture"

-- I propose to discuss recent developments in the antitrust field as they
rel.ate to the agricultural sphere.
The objective of antitrust is promotion of free competition in open mar•
kets. Generally speaking, this basic principle of our free enterprise system,
which antitrust is designed to advance, applies as much to the agricultural
segment as it does to the industrial segment of our economy. While certain
cooperative activities in the agricultural sphere have been exempted by
Congress from antitrust coverage, it is

fuJ.ly

established that the agricul•

tural exemption does not excuse persons engaged in agriculture from ac•
countability when they wield their market power unfairly and restrict the
competitive opportunities of others.

This is the principle enunciated in

the decision of the supreme Court rendered in May of this year in the case
of Maryland and Virginia Milk Producers Association v. United States.Y
It will be helpfuJ. 1 I believe, to review· the lessons for agriculture
which inhere in the various antitrust cases, including Maryland and Virginia,
which treated the activities of farmer co-ops.

y

362

u. s.

458 (196o).

Before doing so, however, a

2

brief review of statutory background is in order.
Following the passage in 1890 of the Sherman Act,'Y the basic antitrust
law, fear was expressed by farm groups that this law might be applied so that
farmers organized into marketing cooperatives would be viewed as combinations
in restraint of trade. Consequently, as early as 1914 in enacting the Cleyton
Act, Congress made it clear that the antitrust laws were not intended to forbid the "existence and operation" of non-profit agricultural co-ops formed
"for the purpose of mutual help" or to forbid such organization from "lawfulzy
carrying out the(ir) legitimate objects. 11 ;t/
In 1922 this treatment of agricultural co-ops was broadened by enactment of the Capper-Volstead Act1JJ which extended the benefits to co-ops with
capital stock -- the Cla\}'ton Act exemption applied only to co-ops without
capital stock -· and specified the activities in which co-ops might engage.
Under Capper-Volstead, farmers, planters, ranchmen, dairymen, nut or fruit
growers a.re authorized to combine in associations to collectively {l) process,
(2) prepare for market, (3) hand.le, and (4) market in interstate or foreisn
commerce the products of their members. Such associations may employ common
marketing agencies and "may make the necessary contracts and agreements" to
carry out the enumerated activities.

In addition to these statutes Congress

has also enacted the Cooperative Marketing Act2/ which authorizes co-ops to
"acquire, exchange, interpret and disseminate" crop, market, statistical

g/

26 stat. 209; 15 u.s.c. l et seq.

38 stat. 731; 15 u.s.c. 17•
1±/ 42 Stat. 388; 7 u.s.c. 291.
21 44 Stat. 802; 7 u.s.c. 451.
~

3
economic and other similar data by exchange between eo-ops, federations of
co-ops, or their agents.

The .Agricultural

Mark~ting

Agreement Act contains

a provision immunizing from antitrust coverage action undertaken pursuant to
marketing orders or agreements approved by the Secretary of Agriculture.§/
Despite the fact that the

Cl~on

and Capper-Volstead statutes were en-

acted almost thirty or more years ago, little occasion had arisen prior to

1960

for the supreme Court to interpret these statutes and to specify the

extent to which they removed co-ops from antitrust coverage.

In this period,

although some co-ops appear to have assumed that they had been wholly relieved
of antitrust limitations and were free to further their interests regardless
of the effects of their activities upon others,11 it was the

conse~sus

of

most co-op and antitrust lawyers that Congress had given co-ops only a
limited exemption from antitrust coverage.
Most judicial interpretation of the exemption statutes by the lower
federal courts tended to support the latter view. As ultimately articulated
by the Supreme Court, the view was that these statutes "show(ed) no more
than a purpose to allow farmers to act together in cooperative associations
without the associations as such being 'held or construed to be illegal combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, under the antitrust laws,'
as they otherwise might have

been."~

In the earliest judicial ruling in

§/ 7 u.s ..c. 6o8b.

1./

some co-ops may have relied upon an opinion proclaiming complete
co-op exemption from the antitrust J.aws which was rendered in a 1943 criminal
case from which the government had no right of appeal. United States v.
Dairy Cooperative Assn., 49 F. Supp. 475 (D. ore. 1943)•

§/ 362 u.s. at 463.
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this area, the 1916 King case,2/ the Massachusetts District Court held that
a co-op could not circulate among its members a "blacklist" urging boycott of
potato deal.ere who were delinquent in their payments or who refused to accept
shipments of potatoes from co-op members.
In the 1954 Cape Cod Food Products case!2/ the Massachusetts District
Court indicated that a co-op violates the antitrust laws if it seeks to secure
a dominant share of the market through predatory practices or through the bad
faith use of otherwise legitimate devices.

In that case, the country's lar-

gest cranberry producers' association was found to have violated the antitrust laws by a Jury which awarded treble damages to a processor claiming
injury at the hands of the co-op.

The same court, five years later in the

April case (in which, incidentally, the same cranberry co-op was the defendant) could not, as it put it, "think of (any) purpose to be served by permitting cooperatives to use unfair methods to put competitors out of business"
and ruled that no inmunity from antitrust prosecution -- "at least (as to)
purely predatory practices seeking to monopolize" -- had been granted by the
exemption

statutes.~

On another occasion, the district court in southern Texas barred several
co-ops from banding together and selling milk in one area at prices lower
than their own otherwise prevailing prices in order to retaliate against a
deaJ.er who refused to increase its price to farmers.

Condemning this abuse

of co-op market power, the Court reasoned succinctly:

2/

229 F. 275 (D. Mass. 1915) 1 250 F. 908 (D. Mass. 1916).

'!2.J

119 F. Supp. 900.

~

168 F. Supp. 919 (D. Mass. 1958).

This will not do. It is the very kind of combination and price
descrimination prohibited by the Robinson-Patman Act. It makes
use of the size and strength * * * of (the cooperative and its
wholly-owned subsidiary) •

A number of fishermen's cases have spelled out further the antitrust
liability of co-ops.

statute~

As you may know, fishermen' s co-ops have an exemption

identical to Capper-Volstead.

In the fishermen's cases the courts

have condemned exclusive buying clauses in co-op contracts with dealers which
prohibited buyers from purchasing fish from other than a co-op which controlled ninety percent of the

supply,~ picketing and boycotting to prevent deal-

era "not cooperating" with the co-op from obtaining, shipping or transporting

fish,~

acts to prevent out-of-state fishermen from selling to instate packers,

and coercion of nonmember fishermen to join the co-op and comply with its price
schedules •!:i/
While the growth of the cooperative movement as a whole in the United
States attests to the major role

pl~ed

by co-ops in maintaining a healthy

agricultural economy, it also points up the substantial increase of market
power which co-ops have attained. At the turn of the centruy, agricultural
co-ops were of negligible import to the economy.

B.lt today there are more

than 9700 marketing co-ops with a total membership in excess of 3.8 million
farmers.

~

From an estimated $304 million in 1913, the gross business of mar-

48 Stat. 1213; 15 u.s.c. 521

~

Columbia River Packers Assn. v. Hinton, 34 F. Supp. 970
affd. 131 F. 2d 88 (c.A. 9, 1942)).

(D. Ore. 1939,

~ Local 36. v. united States, 177 F. 2d 320 (C.A. 9 1 1949),
15/ Gulf Coast Shrimpers
()58 (C.A. 51 1956).

&

Oyster Assn. v. United States, 236 F. 2d

6
keting co-ops has grown to a point Yhere it now exceeds $10
operatives currently handle substantial

percent~.ges

billion.~

Co-

of specific commodities.17/

Not infrequently individual co-ops dominate certain markets, as, for exa.mpJ.e,
those for highly perishable commodities ordinarily produced relatively close
to point of sale (an example would be milk for fluid consumption), or those in
which production is concentrated in one, or at most, in a few areas of the
country, as is the case with respect to certain fruits and vegetables.

Thus

many a modern-day farm cooperative influences significantly the market structure and competitive behavior of the industry or segment of industry with which
it is associated.
If this market power is achieved and maintained by methods sanctioned
by Capper-Volstead, no antitrust problem is likely to arise. A co-op acting
within the bounds of Capper-Volstead can lawfully achieve even a complete
monopoly in a market. As JUdge Wyaanskt stated the the Cape Cod case:
"It is not.a.violation of the Sherman Act or any other antitrust act for a
Capper-Volstead cooperative to acquire a large, even a 100 percent, position
in a market if it does it solely through those steps which involve cooperative
purchasing and cooperative selling."

But when a co-op seeks to attain or

maintain market position or control by means not within the Capper-Volstead
authorization it opens itself to antitrust attack.

'J:§J Statistics of Farmer Cooperativea, General Report 76, Farmer Cooperativ-e
Service, United States Department of .Agriculture, J\lne 1960, pp. 18 1 81.

rJ} E. g., approximately 45% of milk and cream processed into butter; between
one-third and two-fifths of all grain moving in commercial. channels; and
almost one-third of processed citrus. Marketing, The Yearbook of .Agriculture,
P• 241, u. s. Department of Agriculture, 1954.
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The Supreme Court has ma.de this clear on the two occasions on which it
has considered questions of co-op activity under the antitrust laws. The

1939 Borden ca.seY2/ was the first of these. There a. co-op ha.d participated
with milk distributors and labor unions in a market-wide conspiracy to fix
noncompetitive prices and to limit, control and obstruct the supply of milk
moving into the Chicago area. The Court held that in enacting Capper-Volstead
Congress had no "intention to declare immunity for the combinations and con.;.
spira.cies charged in the present indictment."

Co-ops, the Courts said, can•

not "resort to their own devices and • • • make any agreements or arrangements they desire, regardless of the restraints which may be inflicted upon

commerce."~
Borden stands for another propositon which
review.

i't;

m8"' be pit0Dtebl'G to

under the facts of Borden a marketing order promulgated by the

Secretary of Agriculture was in effect during a part of the period throughout which the co-op and others were charged with unlawful price-fixing.

The

defend.ants claimed that the Agricultural Marketing .Agreement Act removed the
marketing of agricultural canmodities mentioned in the Act from antitrust
coverage.

The Supreme Court flatly rejected this contention, observing that

"(w)hile effect is expressly given ••• to agreements and orders which may
validly be made by the Secretary of Agriculture, there is no suggestion that
in their absence, and apart from such qualified authorization and such requirements as they contain, the commerce in agricultural commodities is
stri:pped of the safeguards set up by the Anti-'J!rust Act and is left open

u. s.

~

308

'W

Id. at 199•

188.

8
to the restraints, however unreasonable, which conspiring producers, distributors and their all1es may see fit to impose.

gg/ Mark well the Court's

reference to the quaJ.ified authorization given by marketing agreements and
orders promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture. Arrangements between
producers, processors.and distributors exceeding the scope of the marketing
scheme established under the authority of the Secretary do not shield the
participan·ts from anti trust charges.

One example of such practices which

we have been stueying would be a market-wide a.r.rangement between producers

and dealers under federal marketing order regulation as to prices other than
the prices establisted by the Secretary of' Agriculture for the canmodity
involved. such an arrangement, if found to exist, would seem to be a clearcut agreement to fix prices actionable per se under the Sherman.Act.
Despite considerable authority to the contrary, some co-op people
chose to read the Borden opinion as stating the principle that co-ops lose
their immunity only if they restrain trade by combining with non-agricultural.
persons but that, absent such combination with outsiders, they are free to
advance their own interests even by resort to practices which violate the
antitrust laws if engaged in by ordinary business corporation.

That this

was an invalid and dangerous conclusion was demonstrated by the recent
Maryland and Virginia case.

There the Supreme Court ma.de it clear that a

co-op, even when it acts alone, is not vested with "unrestricted power to
restrain trade or to achieve monopoly."
Briefly stated, the facts in Maryland and Virginia were these. A co-op,
which supplied 85 percent of the market, was charged with monopolizing the

~

Id. at 1$18.

9
business of supplying raw milk to dealers for fluid resale.

In the com-

plaint and in particularization of its charges, the government set out a
long list of practices on the part of the co-op, many of which were predatory in nature. .Among these were charges that the co-op had attempted
to interfere with truck shipnents of nonmembers' milk; that it had engaged
in a boycott of a feed and farm supply store to compel its owner, who also
owned a processing plant, to purchase milk from the co-op; that it had
threatened to drive down retail prices

a~er

a dealer ceased purchasing its

requirements from the co-op; and that it had compelled a dealer to buy milk
by using the leverage of the deaJ.er's indebtedness to the co-op.
The government aJ.leged that the co-op's monopolization culminated with
its acquisition of the assets of the largest distributor in the market who
did not regularly purchase milk from the co-op.

This acquisition immediately

increased the co-op's control from 85 percent to 95 peroailt, increased its
percentage of milk supplied for resale to the government -- a very substantiaJ.
purchaser in the market involved -- from 45 percent to 91 percent, and
denied 120 independent farmers the outlet through which they had traditionally
marketed their milk. The government attacked the acquisition both as a means
of monopolization in violation of the Sherman Act and as an acquisition feJ.1ing within the ban of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, the anti-merger statute.
The district court did not try the monopo1ization charges since it considered the co-op to be immune from such prosecution by virtue of CapperVolstead.

However / the court did try the charges relating to the acquisition

and, after trial, found that the acquisition "was-entered into with the
intent and purpose of restraining tr.a.de" and that it had resulted in a

10
"foreclosure of compet:ltion."'?J:/ The co-op was ordered to divest itself of
the assets which it had acquired.

Both the government and the co-op

appeal.-

ed to the Supreme Court, the government seeking reinstatement of the part
of the case relating to monopolization, and the co-op seeking reversal of
the judgment holding the acquisition to have violated the Sherman and C18\Y"ton
Acts and directing it to divest the acquired dairy assets.
The Supreme Court sustained the government's contentions that the
Maryland and Virginia. co-op's activities had exceeded legitimate co-op
action which the exemption statutes were designed to protect. Rejecting
the notion that Congress intended to grant complete antitrust immunity to
co-ops, the Supreme Court defined the general philosophy of the ClS\Y"ton
and capper-Volstead agricultural provisions as

11

s1mply that individual

farmers should be given, through agricultural. cooperatives acting as entities,
the same unified competitive advantage -- and responsibility -- available to
businessmen acting through corporations as entities."
Capper-Volstead, the Court went on to sa:y,

11

(Underscoring supplied)

did not leave cooperatives free

to engage in practices against other persons in order to monopolize trade,
or restrain and suppress competition with the cooperative. 11gg/

Mr. Justice Black, writing for a unanimous Court, concluded that the
allegations of the Maryland and Virginia complaint and the specific instances
cited by the government in support of its charge of monopolization aJ.leged
"anticompetitive activities so far outside the "legitimate objects• of a
cooperative that, if proved, they would constitute clear violations of • • •
~

168 F. Supp. 880, 881 (D. D.C. 1958). See al.so 167 F. Supp. 799.

gg/ 362 u.s. at 465, 466.

11

the Sherman Act."§/
As to the co-op's acquisition of the inc.ependent dairy, the Court
characterized the facts as to that acquisition contained in the trial court's
findings as evidencing "a classic combination or conspiracy to restrain; trade"
unless protected against antitrust prosecution by Capper-Volstead's authorization to co-ops to "make the necessary contracts and agreements" to market the
:products of their producer-members. The distinction between a lawful purchase and a purchase which would violate the antitrust laws was emphasized.
After noting that, although the assets acquired by the co-op were "usefUl in
processing and marketing milk and • • • that their purchase for business

~se,

·wttbout I!lOre, often would be J)ermitted and would be lawful," the Court ob-

served that "even lawful contracts and business activities may help to make
up a pattern of conduct unlawful under the Sherman Act."

The supre!lle Court

agreed that, viewed in the context of all the evidence and findings, the
particular contract of purchase "was not one made merely to advance the
Association•s own permissible processing and marketing business." Rather,
the Court said, "it was entered into ••• because of its usefulness as a
weapon to restrain and suppress competitors and competition in the Washington
metropolitan area."

Concluding its discussion of the application of the

antitrust laws to co-ops, the Court warned that the privilege the Capper11

Volstead Act grants producers to conduct

th~ir

affairs collectively does not

include a privilege • • • to use a monopoly position as a lever fUrther to
suppress competition

~

362 u.s. at 467.

~

362

u.s.

at 470.

by

and among independent producers and processors."gy
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Within the last three weeks the Maryland and Virginia litigation was
terminated by the entry of a consent judgment.

Supplementing the first

divestiture order, the newly entered decree requires the co-op also to divest
assets of two other dairies it acquired in 1957 and prohibits the co-op from
engaging in any phase of distribution or sale of fluid milk in the Washington
metropolitan area for a period of five years. An exception is made as to·
the sale of milk to the .Armed Services.
The co-op is additionally enjoined from refusing to sell milk to any
dealer for fluid utilization; from using any sales plan which assigns purchase quotas to dealers; from coercing dealers to purchase milk from the
co-op; from making loans to dealers; from interfering with sources of supply
of dealers; from boycotting to compel purchases of milk; from retaliating
against a dealer who obtains business of the co-op or of its customers,; from
discriminating among its customers; from interfering with the transportation
of milk of other suppliers,; and from charging dealers different prices for
milk intended for the same use in the Washington metropolitan area.
The consent judgment requires the Association to release from their
membership contracts upon request those producers of milk who independently
supplied Embassy Dairy before it was acquired by the Association in 1954.
Membership contracts not terminable annually at the option of the members
are also prohibited.
The principles enunciated by the Supreme Court in Marrland and Virginia
were applied as recently as two months ago in a case involving the nation's
largest citrus co-op.

There a citrus juice processor had filed a treble

damage suit under the antitrust laws seeking damages from the Sunkist co-op
and two of its subsidiaries.

In the trial court a jury had returned a verdict

13
of $500 1 000 which was trebled for a total of $1,500,000. The plaintiff had
eJ.leged and the jury found that the co-op and its subsidiaries had entered
into contracts which had the effect of unreasonably restraining commerce in
canned California. citrus fruit juice.

Briefly stated, the charges leveled

against the co-op were that it had monopoly control over the amount and
price of Valencia. oranges available for processing, (SUnkist controlled
seventy percent of the total orange market in the California-Arizona. area)
that it had conspired with its subsidiaries and certain processors to establish
the price of oranges available to independent processors at a level making it
impossible for the independent processors to purchase from Sunkist or its
subsidiaries, that it made oranges available to certain favored processors
at substantially lower prices under so-called processing contracts, and
that it refused to make similar processing contracts with processors such
as the plaintiff. The plaintiff alleged that as a result of the co-op's
activities it had been forced into bankruptcy.
The Court of Appeals suatained the jury's verdict as to liability of
the co-op,?2./ In sustaining the verdict, the Court of Appeals rejected the
co-op's contention that different agricultural co-ops, combining together,
a.re entitled to immunity for acts ·which they may law:fully do unilaterally.
The Court declared that the common ownership and control of the defendants
through Sunkist did not liberate them from the impact of the antitrust laws,
and that, in the language of the V.iaryland and Virginia opinion, the co-op

'§./

Sunkist Growers Inc. v. Winckler & smith Citrus Products Co., C.A. 91
No. 152421 September 30 1 1960. The case was remanded to the district court
for retrial on the issue of the amount of damages.

14
exemption statutes do not give co-ops

11

full freedom to engage in predatory

trade practices at will."
With these judicial pronouncements which I have mentioned as touchstones
of the legality of agricultural co-op activity to increase or maintain market
power, co-ops have ample guidance for keeping their cOim:llercia.l. activities
within responsible bounds.

A co-op mey "acquire or retain monopoly power

solely by the lawful means of attracting voluntary membership to attain
market control."

Beyond this the same antitrust yardsticks that apply to

ordinary business corporations are likewise applicable to co-ops.

These

principles, which this year's developments in antitrust have firmly established, should be familiar to all who manage co-ops or who do business or
compete with them.

is
TEE lEVELOPMENT OF MARKET POWER IN AGRICULTURAL MARKETING
Kenneth D. Naden
National Council of Parmer Cooperatives
Washington, D. c.
Farmers, labor unions and business firms of all kinds are working
assiduously and continuously for more bargaining power, more market power,
or more economic power.

These terms are generally considered synonomous.

No subject in the entire economic field is more controversial. than the drive
for, the exercise of, and the consequences of gaining more market ppwer by
individual. firms and by segments of society.

The reason for this is simple

- market :power is earning power and is linked vitally with the broad issues
of national. economic growth, inflation, and unemployment.

In today's economic

environment market power means control of the tools for attaining satisfactory
sales, profit, and income.

In the broader sense, the market power of dif-

ferent segments of the economy determines distribution or allocation of
national income to those segments.
Many people are predicting an acceleration in the drive for more bargaining power by farmers in the next decade because they are lagging behind
other groups.
tivity.

Farmers are not being paid in accordance with their produc-

Their real. income is not advancing as rapidly as that of other

groups in the economy.
in the

They are indeed one of the weakest economic groups

u. s.

There is ample justification for discussion of this subject at any time,
because equaJ.ity of bargaining power between buyers and sellers is an essential requirement for proper operation of free competitive markets.
Equality of bargaining power is equality in the ability to control or affect
the strategic supply and demand factors related to price and income. Ability

16
to control these supply, demand, and cost factors is determined mainly by
the structure of each industry and market. Economists have been stueying
organization and structure of markets more intensely recently and have listed these characteristics of markets which help to explain differences in
market power:
(l) The degree of concentration of industry output (2) The conditions of entr.r to the industr.r (economies of scale, capital

requirements, and product differentiation, and other natural and
artificial entry barriers) •

(3) IJ:b,e types and degree of integration used by producers -

(4) The extent of product diversification used

by different companies -

(5) Institutions, habits and conventions developed by buyers and sellers and

(6) The geographic concentration of production.
Of all of these, the principal characteristics of an industr.r which attract
most attention are the degree of concentration of sales and the use of vertical integration.
It is obvious to all that changes in organization and structure are
occurring in agriculture, too.

Therefore, we should not conclude that farmers

have no market power. The different degrees of market power and its use are
the issues here.
Are changes in organization and structure a magic formula to guarantee

satisfactory income? No.

There is no hard and fast association between the

changes in any of these variables of market structure and specific results.
'!here have been many examples in the past of a farm commodity group,

a

food processor, or a manufacturer establishing a brand name for an individual

17
product or utilizing vertical integration or changing structure in a certain
way which failed to produce favorable results.

We are beginning to realize,

however, that utilization of these factors is essential to success.

Changes

in structure become important when they affect the kind and quality of competition existing, when they affect the terms of trade on which farm products
and farm supplies are bought and sold, and when they affect the output, prices,
costs, and profit position of firms and industries.

IMPACT ON FARMERS
The

present-~

structure of non-agricultural society has a complex ef-

fect on both farm costs and farm prices with the main impact occurring on
costs of farm production supplies. As a result farmers have been hurt far
more in the past decade by rising costs than by falling prices.
The market power of large-scale industry such as steel, petroleum, and
the automotive industry, has enabled these groups to pass along rising costs
to their customers, of whom farmers are among the largest.

This cost-raising

ability must be balanced against the efficiency of operation, rising quality
of product and cost reduction accompanying large-scale industry. A similar
type of balance must be struck in the transportation, food processing, and
food retailing fields.

There, too, market power has enabled these groups to

pass along costs which result in rising marketing costs.

At the same time,

efficiency in processing and retailing has kept marketing costs at a minimum
consistent with changing consumer demand and economic progress in those industries.

Rising marketing costs caused by general inflationary forces are

harmful because in a buyers' market environment, which is typical

to~,

farmers pey more of these costs than they would in a sellers' market environment.

Small-scale, unorganized farmers may suffer when operating in weak
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'Wh.Cll.esale markets.

Only when the market power of non-agricultural groups is

the result of and represents exercise of monopoly power can we feel certain
of directly harmful consequences to fa...""lllers.
On balance, farmers are the victims of overproduction to a far greater

degree than they are victims of non-agricultural structure.

The over-

production arises mainly from the flow of new technology into agriculture
and from the rising managerial skill of farm operators.

Intensive com-

petition among farmers for markets, the compulsive drive among farmers to
reduce costs, and the public nature cf research all play a role in the effect of new technology on production.
MARKET POvm:R vs. MONOPOLY POWER

One of the important causes for misunderstanding of this subject and
the emotional reaction made to it is the tendency to associate market pow--er
with monopoly power.

In

'IIf3'

opinion market power can be both constructive

and destructive; hence is not the same as monopoly power.

Market power, or

bargaining power, can be used both defensively and offensively and consists
of every conceivable range of influence from that of the small, unorganized
farmer to the large commercial farmer, to the small farmer cooperative processing organization through many steps to the larger units of organized
labor of the country which stand at the very apex of market power.

Let me

give some examples of the way in which bargaining power is developed and
utilized:
A.

Use

bl

farmers in marketing and purchasing cooperatives:

such co-

operatives are well-known to you and serve to change the facts of life
about the value of products marketed by farmers in terms of quality,
size of shipment, branding, packaging, and service to retailers and
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consumers.

Some have achieved notable success in obtaining :f'ull

market price under conditions of unrestricted production and sale.
Cooperatives also are useful in the purchasing fields in which, through
use of vertical integration, they have purchased sources of raw material,
have built processing plants, and hav.e reduced costs of farmers' production supplies by injecting competition into petroleum, mixed feed,
and

many

other fields.

B. Use by food processors:

Bargaining power by food processors is

exercised by building large-scale plants and developing multi-plant
product lines.

These efforts inc1ude creation of consumer brands,

national advertising programs and large research efforts in the
creation, testing and distribution of many products which consumers
like and will demand in retail supermarkets.

The principal evidence

of processors' market power is the ability to maintain a fairly stable
profit return or even small profit under adverse conditions.
C. Use by retailers : The greatest obvious change in structure of
non-agriculture in recent years has occurred in the supermarket field.

l\Y the use of vertical integration and by the development of distributor
brands, large-scale retailers have made the food retailing and processing industries more competitive, have greatly increased efficiency of
operations, and have developed retail services Which consumers like end
are willing to pay for.

The principal evidence of retailers' market

power is the ability to request and get the kind and type of product
to meet consumer demands and retailer specifications. !l!lis, in turn,
is a direct result of intensive competition among suppliers for sales
to retailers.
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n.

Use by manufacturing industry:

V.anufacturers, such as the farm imple-

ment, petroleum, automotive, steel and metal industries have developed
bargaining power by large-scale operation and exploitation of inelastic
demands in order to price their product in such a relation to costs that
profits a.re maintained, even though at an unsatisfactory level during
recessions.
E.

Use by organized labor:

Under the protection of federal and state

statutes organized labor in many industries has reached the pinnacle of
bargaining power as we use it in this context.

Organized labor has used

this market power to utilize such tactics and devices that it has frequently been able to extra.ct wage rates in excess of productivity.
These examples show that market power can be used either to inject competition into markets or to insulate a firm or industry from competition.

It

is important to distinguish between the use of market power for these two entirely different kinds of objectives.
These examples also show that the riae of market power has frequently
meant more intensive competition, m83' mean more research for new products,
and usually means lower costs of production.

Despite rising market power

by sellers, consumers are protected by competition among firms and by com-

petition among products except Where market power is allowed to become monopoly
power.

Constructive market power has led to notable advances in economic

progress.

I would not agree with some that the answer to the present market

power of General Motors is to break it up into 1 1 000 or even l.00 small, weak
units.
It can be seen from the above that, in general, market power is related
to

oligopo~

structure and is strongest in those organizations Which have
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oligopoly structure.

~'bis

permits a form of supply control which permits

pricing in some logical relation to cost.

The

~.ndustr:tes

w1th

oligopoly

structure are those with the most effective market power and the strongest
market position.

MARKET POWER AND COMPETITION
The establishment of market power vitally affects the kind and intensity
of competition existing in markets.

This has some bearing on the antitrust

laws since they were designed to maintain effective competition in markets
and to prevent effective monopoly power from ·betas :developed. Enbeneement
of market power by means of direct restrictions on entry or by a conspiracy
to fix p:'ices or by actions which ·"substantially lessen competition" is
illegal.

However, enhancement of market power by means of large·scale

organization (which indirect:cy affects freed.om of entry) and concomitant
enhancement of ,earning power by means of supply control of output appear
to be legal and pro}fer. Everyone is aware, for example, that total output
of the

u.s.

steel industry averaged about 50 per cent of capacity during

the entire second and third quarters of 196o. Antitrust laws do not appear
to condemn supply control of this kind arising out of concentration and
oligopo:cy structure. Yet, when a large number of small-scale lettuce
farmers attempted in 1951 to enhance their earning power by supply control
they were held to be in violation of the antitrust laws.

It appears that

large-scale manufacturing industry can achieve substantial increase in
market power without being offensi\--e to the antitrust prohibition against
"substantial lessening of competition" but agriculture cannot unless granted
specific exemption.

This is a doubl.e standard of values.

Farmers a.re at a

fundamental. disadvantage in this game of achieving market power equivalent
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to that _of others simply because of their large numbers.

When they a.cl:i.ieve

fewness or oligopoly structure of the same nature as other groups they may
be on a different level of action.

FREE MARKETS WITH AND WITHOUT SUPPLY CONTROL
Changing organization and structure of markets also have significance
for the term "free markets".

Present organization and structure in industry,

distribution, and labor gives free markets in many important ways - consumers free to choose between competing products •
.. producers free to shift among sources of capital and raw material
suppliers.
- businessmen free to invest capital in profitable outlets.
- labor free to strike for better wages and working conditions.
- business free to price its products.
- most industrial, labor, and distribution markets are free of direct
government control of prices or output.
- BUT, labor has its union shop and its closed shop and oligopoly
structure of industry gives supply control. Markets of such structure
are not free of supply control.

This is a highly crucial point in

the comparison of' the structure of agriculture and the structure of
non-agriculture, Most agricultural markets are free of supply control.

Prices in markets with drastically different structure do not

deserve the title "Free Market Prices".
This may be expressed as a principle:

PRICES ARE COMPARABIE ONLY IN

MARKETS OF ESSENTIALLY THE SAME ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE.
FARMERS' RESPONSE TO CHANGING MARKET STRUCTURE

Farmers' response to changing market structure in labor, industry and
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distribution (or planks in their platform to obtain more bargaining power)
is three-fold:
(a)

Development of a market-oriented philosophy - this is done through
their own ability, capital, cooperatives and organizing ability
·nthin ail. env:1ror.iment of surplus production. Tbe beet they can
achieve, with rare exception, is to get the equilibrium market
price - the price that moves maximum, unrestricted production
into consumption.

(b)

Strong purchasing cooperatives using vertical integration;

(c)

Seek assistance of the government in achieving equality of bargaining power with industry and labor.

such equality eventually

may mean oligopoly structure in agriculture with its indirect
supply control features.
It is necessary to distinguish between supply control by means of production control on the fa.rm, using direct government intervention, and supply
control at the packing house or processing plant, using methods best suited
to each product and developed by farmers and their organizations.
Illustrations of the development of oligopolistic structure in agriculture can be observed in some of the California and Florida marketing
cooperatives.

The pattern upon which they have developed and are presently ,

exercising supply management and some supply control, with the help of federal and state marketing orders and agreements, can be visualized easily for
many other crops and livestock products.
Some of the important features of these programs are:
(1)

They represent an evolution in form of marketing which achieves
first the kind and type of product which consumers want, then
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supply management, then, when feasible, supply control. MQst of
agriculture probably will have to pass through this evolution in
order to achieve success in its ultimate goal.
(2) Maintenance of competition between farm products.

(3) Minimum government price fixing.
(4) Minimum government purchase and storage of surpluses.
(5) Minimum restrictions on production by individual farmers.

(6)

Farmers receive additional income from consumers rather than from
the government.

(7) Supports expanding volume of private commercial foreign trade.

SUMMARY
The economic evolution of our society has

le~

farmers far behind in

the race for effective bargaining power in marketing their products.

Farmers

have already achieved substantial and effective bargaining power through
their purchasing cooperatives.

This is not enough.

Farmers' objective is

to develop the tools to become as effective in competing for their fair share
of the national income as do other major economic groups.
dered in reaching this objective by two overpowering facts:

Farmers are hin•
National agri-

cultural surpluses, caused by a rapid now of technology, and the large nuµiber of small-scale producers which creates fragmentation rather than unity
of effort, and promotes unrestricted production.

Tools to overcome both of

these weaknesses are essential to the development of satisfactory market
power.

MARKET POWER IN A CHANGING AND GROWING ECONOMY

Theodore N. Beckman Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing
The Ohio State University.
Columbus, Ohio
Thank you very much Mr. R:rauss.
meet him.

That's quite a fellow, I would like to

When Mr. Sharp called me quite a whUe ago back and talked me into

coming and participating in your program, he told me that I do not have to
prepare much,; just tell you what I know in half an hour or so and make some
comments on the things which would be discussed in the morning. That meant
that I had to see those papers in advance and one of them I did not get until
yesterday afternoon, so you see where I am.
quarantee what I am going to sq exactly.

I have some notes, but I do not
For that reason I shall try to

leave about ten minutes open for some good pointed questions that
mEey" wish to ask.

somebo~

I do not promise to answer them, but I shall try.

I am

making that remark now in case I am finished on time,;--I am making that re-

mark so that you can jot down some questions which come to your mind as you
go on1 for some of the things that I am going to sey are very provocative.
Some of the things might be frightening to some of you,; I am no doubt going
to step on some toes.

I don't care, what do I have to lose 'l They will not

invite me the next time, that's aJ.l.

After all 1 we are all interested in

the truth as we see it, that's the function of a University:
for the truth and second to teach it.

first, to search

We do not alweys have the truth, but

we are trying our best to find it, whether it be about agriculture, about

business, or whatever it mey be.
First, I want to sey that I am delighted that we did not discuss this
morning too many things of' the quanti.tative nature.

There seems to be a fad

--·-------
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·going. aJ...L

around· over· the eountry.. . l4hen.e'Ver

yoQ .meet

7CJU·· talk about . computer

devices and all sorts of quantitative measurements of things as if that is
the only" way to so1ve all our problems.

I am not very good a.t that.

take some mathematics, but I am not expert.

I did

I em not as ba.d as the football

coach whose leading pleyer was fl.unud in Ma.th and he came in wrath to the
Professor a.nd a.eked him, "Why did you do that?"

"Well," the protessor said,

"I tried'II!1" dardndest to pass him, but he just didn't do any good.
abso1utely no good."

"What kind of questions did you ask him?"

h1m a simple question," the professor said.

he said ten.''

"I asked

Bov much is four and five, a.nd

"Well," the footbe.lJ. coach stuttered and stammered, 11he only

missed it by two."
success.

11

He was

Or like the illiterate merchant who made a tremendous

Of course, he could not do it now a days, but way back; he was ask-

ed to tell people how he did it.

"Well," he said, "it is real.ly very simpl.e.

I buy something for a dollar and sell it for two; after aJ.1 1 a fellow is
entitled to one percent."
This subject of Market Power that is being discussed was discussed this
morning a.nd I enjoyed it very much; I hope you did too.
orate further on that subject.

It is possible that you

I am going to elab~

have become some-

what confused in the discussion this morti.ing; and I can promise you that you
might become even a little more confused when I am through, but you mey be
confused on a different level$

Let us hope that confusion will be at least

on a somewhat higher level.
The importance of Market Power has been lucidly explained this morning
by Mt'. Na.den

in his discussion nf the "Develop:nent of Market Power in Agri-

cultural Marketing," but I em not so sure that the answer to the problems of
farmers is to

gain

more market power and presumably use it the same way as
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labor unions and certain business oligopolies.

I believe that in the dis-

cussion he pretty well agreed with that point of view.
a.re much deeper, as

Fa:nners' problems

nr. Naden himself admitted when he said, I quote, "On

balance, farmers are the victims of overproduction to a far greater degree
than they are victims of non-agricultural structure."

In other words, we

have a tremendous excess capacity for whatever the reason may be.
Ba\Y

I might

that sane of my best friends are farmers, but there a.re too ma.ey of them.

The things I use, ma.ey of them which I enjoy, cane from the farm.

'lbere is

just too much of them. And in that connection, I want to point out something by reading a few excerpts from a publication which just came out of
Washington entitl.ed, Econanic Policies !2!._ Agriculture

~ ~

l96o's, and

I think the finger was put on the right pl.ace when these statements were
made. This is a discussion of the domestic demand for farm products.
Sa\YS

It

that· lfThe market for all farm products, food and nonfood, is increasing

year by year.

It is expected to grow only slightly faster, however, than

the increase in population in the 196o's. Supplies have been more than
ample to meet all market demands for the past 9 yea.rs.

Consumers have

upgraded their diets, substitutillg animal products for cereals.

In recent

years, consumption of' red and poul.try meats increased 24 pounds per capita
and consumption of cereal foods declined by an equal amount. An uptrend
in the per capita consumption of fresh and frozen fruits and vegetabl.es also

is in progress," but here is an important statement.

:rt says, nevertheless,

"demand for all food is limited by family income levels and by the physical
capacity to enjoy food."
laws which was developed
which is still. good

Wh7 that's Engel's Law of Consumption.
by

to~

One of his

Ernet Engel way back in 1867 in Saxony,

Germany,

is that as the income of a family goes up the
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proportion of that income which is spent for food goes down.

The

~ount

increases but the proportion decreases. What is being stated in this bulletin
is s1mp:cy an expression of Engel's Law of Consumption, when it saysj "Food
costs in relation to workers' earnings at the beginning of the 196o's are
the lowest on record and probably the lowest in the world."

That is just

what should have been expected. A couple more interesting statements :f'rom
this publication which I think we ought to keep pretty much in mind.

"w.t.th

stable prices, per capita income increases of 10 percent may increase the
market demand for food only by l or 2 percent."
~

In other words, the propor-

of' income spent for food is going to be less as incomes increase.

Again 1

"Increases in food supplies in excess of population increases causes

sharp farm price declines•"

I don't care how much market power you are

going to have as long as the supply and demand remain the way they have
been, you are going to have trouble. Moreover, it states that "A 5-percent
increase in supplies results in farm prices dropping 15 to 20 percent or
more." This is an interesting relationship.

Some of my economist friends

in Agricultural Economics may not agree perfectly, but it is not my statement. It comes f.ran an official document and everything that is official
from Washington is absolutely right, isn't it Mr. R\mmel? A 5 percent increase in suppl¥ results in farm prices dropping 15 to 20 percent or more.

To repeat, increase your supplies 5 percent and the prices will drop 15 to
20 percent. There is another significant point ma.de in this pert of the
bulletin. It has to do with products other than food like fibers and things
of that kind.

It is to the effect that "over a period of years farm pro-

ducts have lost ground in competition with products of nonfarm origin.

Forty 1

years ago sane 85 million acres of cro:p1and were devoted to the production of
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feed for horses doing the work now performed by motor power on farms"•••••
This is old stuff' to you.

Nov· a buy gasoline and tractors instead, and as

far as fibers are concerned you have to meet competition from all the various
things ma.de by .American viscose and similar concerns. The conclusions is
that not much can be dependent on increases in use of farm nonfood products.
In other words, the picture is not a very optimistic one.

Then this psrti-

cule.r report discusses four alternative policies, and I IDB¥ SS\V'

hast~

I do not think any of them or all of them put together are getting
the basic problem which we have been having in agriculture.

down

that
to

We just do not

have the nerve to face that p:i:oblem; instead, we are using palliatives. Some
palliatives IDB¥ be necessary to relieve temporary hardships, but palliatives
are desirable only if you are wo:-king at the same on solving the basic pro ..
blems.

I am sure, Dr. Naden and others have given considerable attention to

this; they probably know a lot :>:ore about it, but sometimes it takes an outsider to have a little look and may be a. pearl of wisdom might come out,
who knows? That leaves us something to think about.
Now, in his paper Honorable

Ml:'.

Bicks, through his mouthpiece Mr. Hummel,

whose canpa.ey I enjoyed very much at lunch because I did most of the talking.
He stated that the aim of anti-trust policy was, to quote, "the promotion of
free competition in the open markets."

He confined his discussion almost

altogether to agricultural cooperatives, and I was under the impression that
he did not know that there were other than farmers here.
number of interests dea.J.ing with farm products.

we have here a

They are aJ.l concerned with

farmers, farming, and farm products, of course, but he confined his discussion
almost altogether to agricu1turaJ. cooperatives.

He indicated that the exemp-

tions in the Clayton Act and in the Capper-Vol.stead Act are of limited scope
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and for the most pa.rt do not relieve them from responsibility under the
Anti-Trust Laws. All of this was done meticulously, so as to leave no
doubt that what I wish to sey- from here on applies genera.Uy to all interests represented here at this Conference.

I was glad to see that statement,

and I know I am on solid ground, but it seems to me since that is so--Since
you come under the same rules, whether you operate individnaJJy or through
cooperatives as business generally, except for labor unions, perhaps it
might \'te interesting than to state what I think, in a littl.e more detail,
what

Mr.

BJ.eke' paper referred to. The wa:y I see the philosophy under which

we have been operating insofar as the relationship of government and business
is concerned might now be stated.
things:

To

me, that philosophy consists of two

First is the maintenance and promotion of competition. Under some

of the l.aws we are merely

try:!.:ig

to maintain competition, others are intended

to promote competition and ce::tainly to maintain it. Maintenance and promotion of competition, of course, poses a big probl.em.

For example, there :ts

considerable difference of opinion as to what we mean

by

competition.

JUst

for your benefit, you might want to make some notes, take them home and
think about them in your spare time when you are l.ooking at dull TV programs.
Look at the different concepts of competition we have from one extreme to the
other.

To

start with, we have pure competition and perfect competition.

Per-

sona.l.ly, I do not see the difference between pure and perfect; if it is pure,
it certainly should be perfect, and if it is perfect, darn it, it ought to be
pure. But there is that littl.e technica1 differentiation I am not going to
bother you with it, that is for footnotes in some textbooks.
one of mine.

To

I have it in

come back to various types of competition: pure competition,

perfect competition, monopolistic competition, oligopolistic competion.

On
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the last one I wou1d differ with J'OUi . Mt'. Humm.el. I wou1d not consider two
as oligopoly, I would S8'Y' two make a duopoly.

Monopoly that's one; duppoly,

that's two; and oligopoly, that's over two, and the Department of J\lstice
loves to teJ.k about the big three, the big four, etc. SO we have olopolopo11atic competition. Then we have what I like to think of when I teJ.k about
competition, namely, workable competition or normal competition; not the perfect type which we never had. We can prove that we never had pure cc:mpetition;
we never had perfect competition; and getting awa;s from monopoly, duopoly, and

oligolopy1 what we have is workable competition. We have certain criteria. by
which we can determine that type of competition.
Generically or basically there are two concepts about competition. The
one that you and I normaJ.ly think of is whenever you have rivalry between two
people trying to get the same thing. so long as each one of these parties is
self-interested, only interested in himself, and is independent, not working
in conspiracy. As long as you have self-interested and independent rivalry
between two buyers or two sellers then you have competition.
The other generic sense of competition is the degree of market power
possessed by a seller or by a buyer.

If it is a dairy company on the buying

side, how much market power does it have in a given relevant market. That is
a

n~e

term, relevant market. '1'rY to determine that. We are still struggling

with it. Now, thi• competition is the antitrust concept. The market power,
the degree of market power possessed by a seller or a buyer is used in determining how much cc:mpetition there is.
80 1

one of the things we have in our basic philosophy which is very im-

portant to understand.

It is easy to criticize, but to do it constructively

you have got to underata.nd the basic things on the line what you are criticizing.

Maintenance and promotion of competition. As econanists, we believe in
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that. We believe that competition
society.

will produce the best results for our

I may add something on that later on--so I am not going to se:y more

about it. A:nd ii' we are going to have competition, we want the things that
will make that possibl.e.

:a.it there is a second thread in the philosophy.
petition1 we do not want it to be unfair.
vent or remove unfairness.

I

In other words, we want to pre-

am not saying that we want competition to

be fair, we do not want it to be unfair.
~be

See, I am not committing myself.

tomorrow we' U come across a case which is considered fair todq and

upon analysis we decide that it is not fair.
that

Wb.Ue we do want com-

time,~

so we say that• s unfair fran

it is not supposed to be retroactive.

I had a business man

tell me, "I've done this for thirty-six years and now they tell me I can•t.

Well 1 because the Federal Trade Commission under Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act has just declared that type of practice unfair, so from

now on, henceforth, you can't do that.

Just because you have done it for

thirty-six years, doesn't justify it." A lot of business men do not understand this phUosopey, that is the basic philosophy along the line of the
whole anti-trust policy.

Now this is like bringing coals to New Castle here

speaking to anti-trust experts here, but I do not know what I am really.

I

am a lawyer by osmosis, having worked with many of them throughout the country1
pretty good ones at that.
not rea..Uy know what I am.

I am an economist, I am a marketing expert, I do
I am a little of a.11 of those things.

That is

why I can speak so liberally about a.11 of these things because I am not quite

the expert in a.eyone thing as I might be.
Now1 how is this basic philosophy implemented?

an idea; it is another thing to impl.ement it.

It is one thing to have

To do that, on the Federal

level, we have basically three statutes and e.mendments to them.

To be sure,
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we had sane of this philosophy before the Sherman Act of 1890. The Sherman
Act merely put that 1n statute form, What wa.a regarded as camnon law and a
sensible thing for us to do. Coming back, there are three main federal
statutes. First is the Sherman Act and amendments to 1t espec1al.ly 1n the
form of the M:lller-'J!Ydings Act. Second is the Clayton Aat passed in 1914
or signed at that time. That was amended by the famous Robinson-Patman Act
and the Anti-Merger Act both of which are relevant to your field of agri-

culture.
I have here reference to quite a few cases against agricultural cooperatives concerning the aJJ.owance of prohibitive brokerage fees in violation of section 2·(C) of the Robinson-Patman Act; of packers of jucies,
fruits, and vegetables and so on aJ.lowing advertising aJ.lowa.nces to certain
supermarkets and certain dealers and not ma.king them available on proportionaJ.J.y equal terms to others, in violation of Section 2(d) of the RobinsonPatman

Act.

I have got sane cases which come ·under Section 5 of the Federal

Trade Camnission Act which declares them to be unfair methods of canpetition.
So you are not ::IJDmune as Mr:-. B:l.cks said through Mt-. Hwmnel 1 this.·morning.
You are subject to these laws for the most part. And the third one 1 of
course, is the Federal !1."rade COmmission Act Which was passed the same time
as the

~on

McGuire Act.

Act and amended later on by the Wheeler-Lea Act and the
If you are in intrastate camnerce, you have similar types of

laws in your states. You have little Sherman Acts, little Ant1-D:Lscr1m1nat1on
Acts, like the Robinson-Patman, and on top of that you have fair trade laws,
unfair trade laws, and sane others.; but aJ.l of them, when you analyze them,
except for the fair trade laws, you will find, are aJ.l in line with the
basic philosophy, I briefly expl.ained.
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What does that mean'l
whether Mt-.

Kenne~

It means that it does not make any difference

is going to be in the White House or whether Mt-. Nixon

still might get there.

It won• t make a. single bit of difference / because

these a.re basic things in which we as people believe to be desirable and
sound. As one of the correspondents said about Franklin DeJ.ano Roosevelt
when he came into the presidency when he tried to compare him with Herbert
Hoover, his predecessor.

He said, "In referring to the legal act:Lons taken,

the only difference is Mt-. Roosevelt did joyously what Mt'. Hoover did relunctantJ.y.11 Mal-'be, he went a little faster, but he was going in the same
direction; it was just a matter of speed, a matter of degree.

But there is

one thing that disturbs this basic philosophy, and I would like to call this
to your attention, and that is the social policy.
We have such a thing as social policies in addition to the basic
philosophy and these social. policies a.re not a.lways in line with the basic
philosophy.
to you.

I would like to make that distinction.

Let me bring it home

Price supports for certain agricultura.l products have been declared

to be good nationa.l policy, yet they interfere with the free and open market of

su~

and demand determining what the price shall be. There is no

question about it. There is no denying it. I am not saying that we should
not have them. All I want to do is to have you be cognizant of the fact
that it has been declared to be good na.tiona.l policy to have these price
supports on which the Congress still has some fights from time to time about
modi:f'ying this and modi:f'ying that; whether this support should be rigid or
whether it should be flexible and on what products.

rut that is one of

those social policies which mq well be in conflict with the basic philosophy.
Let me mention a couple of others. Preservation of small business enterprise.
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.I

am the

:fellow

who mads the first stuey for the U. S. Department of

Camnerce of small business. It was thrown into 'l1J'3' lap by the Secretary
of Canmerce when I was in Washington working in an Consultant capacity for
the

u. s.

Department of commerce, and I came out nth certain recanmenda.tions

that took thirty years to put into effect in a little wy. It takes that
long. Those of us who are in the field of education have to have an a.wf'Ul.
lot of patience. It took the Congressmen and Senators thirty yea.rs to re ..
cognize that scmething has to be done. I made that stu<%Y' in 1935. It made
the first page of the New York Times at the t:tme. Yet, it took thirty years
before the Small Dlsiness Administration was established, and even then in
a modified 'W8\V', fran the original recamnenda.tions. But we believe that 1t
is good national policy that small business enterprise should be preserved.
I do not like the word preserved, like we do fruits and vegetables, I mean
maintained, given a chance. And what is the third one? The third one consists of several things which are absolutely contradictory. Here is our
declared national policy· to have full employment. No wonder wages have been
going up. They are bound to go up if you have full emplo)'Jllent. What will
happen 1f you have 83J'3' resource that is used up to a 100 percent? Ii' you
want some of that you are going to pq a. price. FUll employment, we do not
quite have it Just now. Then there is the declared social policy a.:tming at
economic stability and economic growth. How in the world are you going to
have growth and sta.bility at the same time is beyond me. Things do not go
that wy.
I Just made a speech a.bout a month or so ego forecasting economic cond.1tions

in terms of GNP e.nd other weys up through 1970. Bure 1 we can drenr

a straight line, but things do not go in a. straight line; you are going to
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have your ups ·and downs; you a.re going to have your deys of optimism and
deys of pessimism; you a.re going to have your fluctuations.

In a word, you

cannot have stability and growth at the same time.
Unfortunately, time does not permit me to discuss with you how you a.re
affected in the market pl.ace, in your buying and selling activities, by the
several laws making up our anti-trust policy.

I have given a speech about

a year ago just on that thing before the Cleveland Chapter of the .American
Marketing Association.

"Buying and Selling Within the Law."

It is quite

a subject, to show how you a.re affected by the buying side, by what laws,
to what extent, and how JOU a.re affected on the selling side.

Nevertheless,

I must emphasize that you have to operate within that legal context. You:
a.re pa.rt of society, and this is--the politicaJ. system--is pa.rt of society.

we

a.re becoming more conscious of that sort of relationship, but I do want

to caJ.l your attention, nevertheless, that aJ.l of you, including farm organizations, a.re atfected by these laws.

I already referred to some of the

things.
Time does not permit me to go into further discussion of this nature.
What I want to tell you now is about some things that I think ought to be
changed in our antitrust policy.

I think that it is high time that we re-

examine our laws and their enforcement.
First, I wish to take a little time to point out that in a growing and
changing economy, and that's what my topic is supposed to be, there needs to
be some modification and even some overhau1ing of our antitrust policy as
well as its enforcement.

Let me illustrate what I mean.

of our economy since the first antitrust J.aw was put
namely the Sherman Act of 1890.

down

Look at the growth
in statutory form,

I did a little figuring, if you have a
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penci.L.and... _paper-you would be interested in this.

During the decade of 1889

to 1898, I do not have the figures for each year, but the figures a.re given
from a historical document as an average for the decade.

I assure you that

they a.re the best that we have; they a.re official, published by the U.

s.

Department of Commerce, Government Printing Office, and a.ll. that sort of
thing, so it's a sacred cow.

During that decade, which included 1890, the

average annual gross national product, let us call it GNP, let us be familiar
with it, after all, we a.re economists.

730 million in current dollars.

The annual average GNP was 12 billion

($12,730,000,000). Compare that with an

economy now of 503 billion in current dollars.

In other words, our economy

is 39 1/2 times bigger at the present time, and if my projection is right,
and I am.on record on that, by 1970 it will be 55 times as big as it was in
1890. Even in constant dollars, even if you eliminate the differences in
prices that existed in 1890 as compared to what they a.re at present time,
our economy is about 10 times what it was in 1890.

After all, the constant

dollars a.re not so important as the actual dollars.

How do you figure your

profit 7 You do not figure them in constant dollars.

You figure things in

the dollars of sales you made and in the dollars of income you earned.
JUst think, by 1970 the economy will be 55 times as big as it was in 1890.
What does this mean? What was considered big and dominating in the early
days when the first law was passed and the anti-trust pOJ..icy was initiated,
is puny at the present time.

Let me illustrate it in another way.

about the supermarket this morning.

We talked

When we were writing our fifth or sixth

edition of our "Principles of Marketing", I forget which, we tried to define
the supermarket of which there a.re several characteristics.
to do with size.

One of them has

The minimum size s.t that time was $300,000. Aey- such store
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with aJ..J. those characteristics that handJ.ed less than $300 1 000 a year just
a few years ago was not considered a supermarket.

Now the common definition

includes a minimum of a million dollars, and the figures for last year, for

1959, published

by

the Super Market Institute showed an average for super-

markets as $1,800,000 a year. Average, that means that some of them were
much bigger. And nothing less than a million counts for this classification.
Now we 1 ve grown up; we're a big boy; so what was considered big and threatening, may be pretty smaJ.l today in type of economy of todey'.

I am just call-

ing this to your attention.
Second, many structural. changes in various segments of the economy are
taking place which we re:f'use to recognize under the anti-trust enf'orcement
policy.

Let me show you a ridiculous

situation~

I am sure that you are not

responsible for it, Mt-. HUimnel, although your department is.

In 1920 1 forty

years ago, the meat packers, the "big" ones, the "bad boys", signed a consent decree, agreeing among other things, not to engage in certain food
business. Ever since that time the meat packers in question have been trying to have the decree modified on the ground that things have changed, that
chain stores have come in, Kroger / A

&

P, Safeway / and the rest of them; and

such chains got into the meat packing business, hence they are doing what
the meat packers are forbidden to do.
got into the meat packing business.

Supermarkets have come in and they
Why could not the meat packers go into

the grocery business now? Things have changed, they are not the same as
1920, and you know that they lost out every time, and only l.ast year, just
a year ago, I have a clipping here showing the wrangling that went on in
Chicago in FederaJ. Court.

It is entitled "What is a Supermarket? 11 And the

judge himself' got disgusted with the argument.

In other words, the government
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argued that since 1920 there has been no change.

It refuses to recognize

that there is such a thing as a supermarket which has come into being since
1920 because,it a.grues, that the basic characteristic of a supermarket is

self-service and this was in existence when the decree was signed.

That is

to me rather more than silly. The judge got so fed up with 1t that he tried
to give his own definition.

Can you imagine that? Here is a business pro-

blem, a.n economic problem, a marketing problem; yet it was up to the judge
to conclude that the self-service supermarket of todey selling soft goods,
housewares, and thousands of food items is a concept in itself.

I am not

arguing for the packers, nor do I care to go into the real merits of the
case. The only thing I am concerned about is the failure to face facts of
structural. change by a legalistic device. Every leading book in Principles
of Marketing including our own has a definition for a Supermarket and dates
its origin to the depression of the 1930 1 s.

It is

gener~

recognized in

the marketing literature that the first supermarket came into being in 1931·
?(y' second point is that in enforcing anti-trust policy we are too legalistic

rather than dealing with things as business problems, as economic problems.
To be sure, the enforcement agencies have economists on their staff, but
they are biased and a.re basical..lJ' trying to help the lawyers.

(Since this

speech was made, the Supreme Court of' the United States refused to modify
the decree, not on the silly ground of no change since 1920 of a structural.
character, but presumably on the basis that the dangers of monopolistic
power would still exist today as they did in l.920.)
A third point, I have to move on fast because I promised to quit early,
is the accelerated technological progress which makes entry for new enterprises much easier.

In this matter of' entry, size is not as important a
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deterrent as it use to be.

Look at the electronics business. Where was

Texas instruments a few years a.go? 'Whe:re was Beckman' s instruments? And
in the face of such giants as IB4 1 National. Cash Registers, and Sperry Rand.
They started from nothing and built up through their technologiaal progress
into big enterprises. That has to be recognized in dealing with cases under
anti-trust laws.
Fourth, the very eynamicE! of business, its methods, its operations, and
the

~am.ice

in the environmeni; all argue for less attention to the building

of precedents and more attention to giving quicker decisions.

I have known

some cases personally, some wlth which I was connected, where the businessmen were delighted with the s.lc:·;l· p:r-oceedure because
was handed down, the thing wh:f •d-1

Y."B.S

by

the time the decision

in question was out of date anyway.

What I am arguing is for more 1·i:::11lism in dealing wlth matters in a growing
and changing business and econom:lc environment.

I want to conclude with this one statement.

I do not wish to leave the

impression that I am opposed to the basic philosophy which calls for a high
degree of competition with a minimum of unfairness.
arguing for strengthening it

by

On the contrary, I am

making the anti-trust policy more workable,

more realistic in its effect,; R.r.d subject to fewer and fewer national policies
that seriousl.y deviate from it.. As an economist, I believe in competition,
and we all ought to work for

~'t ..

Thank you for being so kind.Q

~KET

POWER AS IT AFFECTS THE OHIO GRAIN,
FEED AND MILLING INDUSTRY
Don Mennel

This morning we listened to some real experts outlining sane of the aspects of market power in the form of anti-trust and trusts, agencies and
economies.

I am going to try to narrow down some of the further aspects of

market power so as to try to show their affects on the grain, feed and milling
industry in Ohio.
Mr. Alfred Stefferus ( l) 1 in his preface to this year's Agricultural

Yearbook, starts right out by saying:

"Power is tools, machines, wheels,

levers, oil, energy, structures, the strength in muscles.
tion, information, transportation, administration.
plan, invent, adapt, use, act, produce.

Power is communica-

Power is ability to think,

Power comes from the sun, the earth's

stored riches, man's long experience, the sciences." Thus, he points out
very clearly that power is everywhere. Power can be active - power can be
latent.
Just in passing, I would like to point out my title uses the word
"affect". That's with an A, you know. Webster says this means "to lay hold
of,. or attack, as a disease does".

I am sure there are a lot of us in Ohio

who feel we have been laid hold of or attacked by some

of

the aspects of mar-

ket power I am going to discuss.
Ezra Taft Benson (1), for whom, indicentally, I have the greatest respect,
has said:

"The technological revolution now is changing not only agriculture,

but our way of living.

The revolution is all around us. We see, hear and

feel evidences of it in new and more efficient ma.chines, forces of power, ways
of getting work done, better ways of transporting, processing, storing and
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marketing foods and in the wiser and more effective uses of resources." We
must today look at this revolution as it affects us.
Most of us here are managers or concerned with management in our industry.

Peter Drucker (2) says:

"A manager has two specific tasks.

Nobody

else in the business enterprise discharges these tasks. And everyone charged
with them works as a manager.
"The manager has the task of creating a true whole that is larger than
the sum of its parts, a productive entity, that turns out more than the sum
ot the resources put into it.

One

analogy is the conductor ot a symphony

orchestra, through whose effort, vision and leadership individual instrumental
parts that are so much noise by themselves become the living whole ot the
music.

But, the conductor has the composer's score; he is only the inter-

preter. The manager is both composer and conductor ••••••• The second specific
task

of

the manager is to harmonize in every decision and action the require-

ments ot immediate and long-range future.

He cannot sacrifice either without

endangering the enterprise. He must, so to speak, keep his nose to the grindstone while

li~ing

his eyes to the hills - which is quite an acrobatic feat.

Or, to vary the metaphor, he can neither afford to say:

'We will cross this

bridge when we come to it', nor, 'It's the next hundred years that count'.
He not only has to prepare for crossing distant bridges - he has to build
them long before he gets there."
Learned, Ulrich and Booz, in "Executive Action" (3), say:

"Although

executives are generally concerned about a great many questions which, in one
way or another, involve their relations with other people, their primary concern is not with these human relations, but with operating pressures."
You see then that the market powers we must discuss are bridges to cross,
challenges to meet and pressures to withstand.
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In 1905, the United States Supreme Court (4) said:

"People will endeavor

to forecast the future and to make agreements according to their prophecy.
Speculation of this kind by competent men is the self-adjustment of society to
the probable."

It is the ability to do this which keeps us going.

As I will

point out, there are as many different answers to the pressures as there are
firms and individuals capable of acting.
James Schonberg (5} has put it:

"Each function of the (grain) trade

works intently within its own sphere.

The operations of some individuals or

firms overlap different branches of the trade, but many never deviate from
the strict confines of their business."

I believe this is one of the princi-

pal reasons for such diversity .in applications of solutions to the power
problems we are facing.
Market power is a fancy way of saying competition. Wroe Alderson
(6) claims that competition is a "war of movement, in which each of the part-

icipants is searching for strategies which will improve his relative position."
Market power, in this sense, then, is a highly individual matter, at least as
action and counteraction develops in this war of movement.
I would like to discuss four forms of market power which I have observed
in Ohio recently.
tremely important.

There are many others, but these are primary and thus ex·
They are the government support program, changing techno-

logy, transportation and the St. Lawrence Seaway.
The Federal government, in the 1930's, recognized the weakness of the
farmer in controlling his own prices and gave him what has become the most
powerful mechanism to control price that has yet been devised, the price support program.

Now, while the individual farmer has no personal control over

the price, even when joining together in co-ops, granges or selling organizations of one kind or another, he does have a floor price below which he does
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not have to sell.

He can withhold his commodities from the market without

working economic hardship on himself.

The government, in effect, becomes a

consumer, with a fixed price demand.
If the f'armer can, by ingenuity and initiative, raise a commodity and,
at the support price, make a profit, he will certainly do so.

If free enter-

prise does not supply that price, or if too many other farmers sell their
productivity at less, the commodity will fall into the shelter of' the government loan. You all know the result • huge surpluses.
While this market power was originally conceived to assist the small
family farmer, it has, strangely enough as so often happens with man-me.de programs, created an agribusiness in which the small ta.rm is slowly disappearing.
The pattern of cash wheat prices in Ohio during the last ten years is so
consistent that it proves conclusively to me that the loan has created stability, a curve and price structure which can be predicted. The price will rise
sufficiently from harvest to cover the price of storage and interest. The
fact that practically no wheat has been taken over during the period proves
this. Personally, I believe farmers can vork out individually and collectively a means of' profiting from any program devised by politicians.
John MacMillan, Chairman of' Cargill (7), thinks about it a little differently.

"The ultimate solution to America's agricultural surplus problem lies

not in less production, but in more."
"Along with increased production must come market prices that reflect
today's and subsequently tomorrow's ever-lowering per unit production costs.
Lower prices, in turn, will enable

u. s.

production to serve an increasingly

large segment of world markets and to create, where none exist today, vast and
insatiable new markets.

Given only realistic and competitive pricing of' farm

products, world consumption can and will absorb every bushel and pound we can
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raise, however large our harvest totals may be."
"Future public spending to assist agriculture, however much it may be and
whatever form it may take, must be aimed at assisting people, not at inf'lat·
ing the price of inanimate bushels, pounds or bales of produce."
James Schonberg (5) points out that "Even though out-of-position areas
may be at extreme distances east, west or southeast of Chicago the price of
surplus grain in various locations tend to equalize through its disposition
by export sales to common foreign destinations."
What both Mr. MacMillan and Mr. Schonberg seem to me to be saying is
that in the grain industry a storage facility cannot use the grain it stores.
Ultimately, this grain must be consumed and if it is not consumed domestically,
then it goes out to compete with the World.
Anyone

who intends to build his business in competition to foreign con-

sumers and the government support program must do so by giving service and
understanding to the farmer and to search out those strategies which will
bring

him that differential advantage. You all know what forms this takes.

Honest weight, fair grades, quick returns, rapid unloading, fair discount and
premium scales. Price, because of the stability caused by the loan program,
has been an ever-decreasing factor.
nate price advantage,.

Rapid communications practically elimi-

By the time the farmer leaves his morning coffee he is

likely to know the probable price. A couple of dial calls and he is sure.

It

is more important to him to know where delays might be incurred than who might
have the highest price, because most grain people meet price canpetition whereever they may find it.

If the farmer is not satisfied with what he hears, he

can always choose, again let me remind you without financial hardship, to seek
loan shelter even on his own farm.
power.

This is a pretty fancy piece of market
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Technological change, of course, plays a significant part in his ability
to choose between various buyers.

Instant communication, advanced harvesting

machinery, cheap storage, economic transportation all exert their pressure.
Dr. Sharp .. (12) said in the recently published papers of the 1959 Future
Trading Seminar:

"Markets developed out of need - through the interdependence

of man - these needs were created by producer surpluses and these surpluses
were created by the increasing productivity and specialization of the worker.
Throughout history, the develppment Of markets has been closely al.lied with
great technological. changes in the production of our agricultural. products."
Storck and Teague (8)in "Flour for Ma.n's Bread" end by saying:

"The

world we now live in has been so largely created by men's efforts that we can
no longer be sure which of the limits still set on our activities are insurmountable and which will fall before the ingenuity of the tuture •••we have
come a long way from the dawn man who gathered the seeds of wild grasses and
crunched them between his molars or ground them between two stones. We cannot
tell what eras of unimaginable plenty and well-being still lie ahead of us."
This view fits with that Of Mr. MacMillan.

Certainly my grandfather,

who at one time sold Oliver Chilled Plows, would have trouble believing a
farmer who would tell him that he picked and shelled corn at five miles per
hour.
All of us who buy from farmers know that harvest no longer stretches over
a long period. Even corn, the last of' the grains to mature, is gone from the
fields in a matter of days instead of' months as it used to be.
In 1956 the Grain Elevator and Processing Superintendents (l)predicted
that within five years 90 percent of commercial storages would be equipped
with mechanical aeration systems.

By moving the air instead of the grain,

massive storage for grain has become economically practical.

This has reduced
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storage costs dramatically, a fact duly noted by the government recently.
The same technology is being applied on the fa.rm.
With aeration and advances in drying there is experimental work going on
now covering the ee.rly harvesting wheat, oats, soybeans and corn.

Providing

quality can be maintained, harvesting at higher moisture levels than previously dreamed of may become a reality sooner than we can now foresee.
Fertilizer and seed development have made amazing changes in yield per
acre.

This was inevitable when a government restrictian was placed upon acres,

but not upon the productivity of those acres.
Wroe Alderson cites another theory called the theory Of differential advantage. Very simply, he states that the area with the greatest mark-up of
value has to be the field into which canpetition goes. When governmental
price puts are created which give a high mark-up people are quick to seize
the differential advantage.
Long ago, J. M. Clark (6)sa1d "yes, but" to this theory. When an advantage is developed, "neutralization needs to take time enough to leave the
innovator incentive that is adequate 1 but no more, and then diffuse the grains
as promptly as is consistent with there being ample gains to diffuse." When
governmental inertia is the neutralizer, this can take sane time.
Thus, the market power Of the loan has spread through technology and
created imbalances which must be recognized and accounted. Pavis and Goldberg (9)put it this way:

"Fundamentally, today's food and fiber problems -

particularly on the fa.rm - are rooted in imbalances brought about by spotty
progress on an uneven front.

Certain phases of this segment ot the economy

have surged ahead rapidly 1 others at a more moderate rate and some at a snail' •
pace •••• The result of this uneven progress is to throw rural economy badly out
C1f

balance ••••Along with the technological revolution has cane the narrowing
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of the f'unetion of the fa.rm.

Basically, farming has changed from a subsis-

tence to a commercial status •••• The food and fiber portion of our econany has
progressed from an agricultural to an agribusiness status during the past
centruy and a half."
The primary effect, then, of the technological revolution bas been to
expand enormously the per unit productivity
of

of

the farmer. With the expansion

productivity has come rapidity of delivery and attaimnent of speed

of

hand-

ling with the least manpower.
All this technological advancement follows another of Wroe Alderson's
theories, that at postponement.

This theory, simply stated, says:

do something you can put off." This is not a form
economic necessity.

of

"Don't

laziness, but one of

Let's apply it to wheat for a minute.

Not too many years ago, I saw it in Virginia ten years ago, wheat was
shocked, threshed and sacked. Delivered to mill and milled, the flour was
again sacked as was the feed and returned to the farmer. What happens today?
A self-propelled combine delivers into a truck bed which is dumped, the flour
milled and the flour and feed are delivered to either the baker or the feed
mill in bulk rail cars or bulk trucks, and the first time the wheat is packaged in a package small enough for a man to pick it up is when it is delivered
to the grocers as a cake or loaf of bread and as a wrapped piece of sirloin
steak. You see in this case the theory of postponement has practically
eliminated packaging.

I am sure you can think of many more ways in which the

theory of postponement has been applied.
One obvious one included in the above is transporation.
says:

James Schonberg

"Those who engage in any phase of the grain trade can never relax their

concentration on transportation."
Transportation and marketing power is a large enough subject to devote to
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an entire paper.

I would like to hit a couple of high points only.

Transpor-

tation right now in the grain business is limited to rail, motortruck ..and
water.

This is not to say that it might not be closer to interstate pipelines,

belt conveyors, or air conveyance either by plane or spaceship than we may
thiDk.
First, in connection with rail:

The recently published statistical sur-

vey of the North Central Region (lO)indicates how much grain traffic is abandoning rails.

Both barge and truck are making mighty inroads.

The rails are

mapping strategies to retain or recoup this business, but with ICC restrictionE
and the natural inertia of the gigantic corporate structure through.which ideat
must filter there is no indication now of the change in the trend.

In fact,

while one band is reducing rail rates to meet competition, the other is adding to accessorial charges as fast as they can thiDk of them.

Grain door

charges, switching charges,, high demurrage, milling in transit charges,, bill
of lading charges, reconsigning charges,, stop-off charges, car rental charges.
have all been examined and tried.

I can assure any railroader present, if

he doesn't already know it, that no truckers charge any

of

these charges,

and by increasing them the railroads are not going to win any friends in
our industry.
Railroads must recognize quickly,, and I for one hope they do, because I
will have a terrible time converting my plant to entirely truck shipments,
the truths in two quotations.

Joseph Hartley has said:

"Farmers are cer-

tainly likely to move grain in their own trucks if the distance is short.
There are many in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois who are now driving up to 100
or 200 miles to deliver grain to elevators. What they are really doing is
making some extra money as transporters of their own products." To this
I might add that present rail rate structure promotes this.

--~-----~--

..
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In the 196o Yearbook of Agriculture it says:

"Farmers who acquire

trucks found that it was not much harder to drive them fifty miles than
fifteen once they were loaded.

It extended much further when hard-surfaced

highways made it possible for them to deliver to places 150 miles or more
away ••••American inventiveness and. ingenuity are well illustrated by the

many ways in which the motortruck has been adapted to the needs of marketing •••

The flexibility and adaptability of the truck to almost any transportation
requirements have made it of major importance in the marketing of agricultural products. "

An elevator in Ohio which cannot now load trucks may well be on the
way out. A farmer will not wait for you to get boxcars from the railroad.
The day you plug is the day you lose business, the farmer will not wait.
We believe we cannot afford to delay a farmer or a trucker for more than
thirty minutes or we stand a chance of losing him. There is a very fine
and very large facility dedicated to this premise.
We have, as a matter of economic necessity, had to purchase wheat
grown in Kansas and have it delivered to us by barge and truck, much more
economically than by rail.

Nearly half of our grind has originated other

than rail this year, where less than ten years ago rail accounted for more
than 90 per cent.
This phase of market power and the change in transportation brings us
naturally to the St. Lawrence Seaway. Reams have been produced about the
Seaway. Predictions have been made.

I have searched for some quotable quotes

on the subject, and I find I have to edit a bit, lift fran context a bit,
but I have several which express better than I the effects of bringing a
postponement of handling to the grain export field.
Joseph Hartley in 1957 (ll)said:

"The seaway will apparently reduce the
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dost of exporting grain enough that a large volume will be diverted to the
new route •••• Grain ports on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts will lose ••••• Leading Great Lakes ports will benefit •••• In the long run, the St. Lawrence
Seaway should benefit most producers, marketers and consumers of grain •••••
Increased prosperity, rapid population growth, and more industrialization
in the Great Lakes region will contribute much to a healthy grain industry
by enhancing domestic demand for grain, grain products and grain that has
been converted into meat •••• In the final analysis the St. Lawrence Seaway
may affect the grain trade as much by enhancing domestic demand as it will
be encouraging grain sales to other countries."
Hartley's confrere, John Hazard

(7), put it this way: "one of the prin-

cipal reasons why traffic (on the seaway) in bulk commodities will adapt so
quickly •••• lies in the fact that the traffic is controlled by a limited
number of enterprises.

Five of our exporters move about 75 per cent of our

total outbound movement of grain.

It is not splintered among 5,000 companies

and dependent upon public port facilities and trade intermediaries."
Let us look at how we of the grain trade are reacting to the Seaway.

We all know of the one large facility in Toledo dedicated to handling truck
grain radically rapidly.

They have recently completed a facility which will

load ships with equal dexterity.

They clearly have had a differential ad-

vantage, but neutralization is hard on their heels now in the form of two
other large operators, one a cooperative and one an international company,
who are making rapid strides in major capital programs.

Since the largest

single advantage of a location at the Port of Toledo on the water is postponing placement of grain into rail cars altogether, or at least until the grain
reaches overseas destinations, I feel sure competition among buyers of truck
grain with quick unloading facilities will be keen for several years to come.
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Despite this, however, another cooperative is assuming a somewhat different approach and is ringing Toledo with sizeable country stations, also with
rapid unloading facilities, with the apparent thought of short stopping the
grain on the way to Toledo and storing it closer to the point of production
rather than at the delivery point.
Thus you see, in this continuous war of movement in which each of the
participants is searching for strategies which will improve his relative position, intelligent and experienced executives and managers guide their companief
in opposite directions, based upon their analysis of the operating pressures
of market power as they see it.
While some feed milling companies are decentralizing, others are building more capacity into their present plants.
and independent driver-owners increase.

While railroads merge, truckers

While terminal elevators build big-

ger and faster driers, so do country elevators and farmers buy farm driers.
While elevators put in shellers with sonic controls, farmers buy picker
shellers. Flour millers try very hard to sell flour to the housewife so she
can "start from scratch"

in her baking at the same time they are trying to

sell her mixes so she doesn't have to start from scratch at the same time
they are trying to sell her frozen doughs which only have to go into the oven
at the same time they are trying to sell the baker so he can sell her a finished product. While one agency of the government is limiting acreage in a
desperate attempt to reduce surpluses, another agency is studying fertilizer,
seed beneficiation and cultivating procedures so farmers can raise more.
In such a maze of paths of activity, in such a bewildering complex of
anamolies, each of us must remain forever alert to change.

There is tremen-

dous danger in acquiring a change-for-change-sake psychosis.
motivations a.re not changed.

The Seaway changes the methods.

The basis
Motortrucks
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change the techniques.

Brainpower is always in demand.

But through e.11 of

this, let us try to keep ever in mind the words of Secretary Benson
(l):

"Truly ours is a choice land.

Grateful to the Almighty for our many

blessings and opportunities, let us be ever devoted to the spiritual and
moral principals upon which all lasting progress must inevitably rest."
Thank

you.
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WHAT IS OUR CHALLENGE FOR THE 60ts
Nelson Cotton
Suddenly the grain business has fotmd itself in the midst of a tremendous revolution.

Traditional methods of marketing grain are changing rapid-

ly and because of these changes, adjustments must be made.

Herein lies our

problem. Many are reluctant to accept and to adapt themselves to new and
different patterns of marketing.

For many years past, our farmer coopera-

tives have slowly built up a marketing system that was designed to handle
grain efficiently at a minimum cost and a maximum speed.

Abruptly, this

pattern is being disrupted because of the increased use of trucks and the
advent of waterway transportation, particularly the st. Lawrence Seaway.
You might ask why this should make so much difference.
the reasons.

Briefly, here are

Grain is attracted by cheap transportation.

The railroads

have been reluctant to reduce rates in order to keep grain on the rails.
As a result, trucks hauling larger and larger loads have been transporting
increasingly larger volumes of grain each year.

Toledo is becoming an im-

portant factor in the grain trade because of its water location.

In the past

several years it has gained volume at the expense of Eastern markets.

In

an effort to pay higher prices and to attract larger quantities of grain,
merchants (flour, feed, and export} strive continually to move closer to
the areas of production, thereby reducing excess handling charges.
has caused a change in the former normal flow

o~

This

grain.

This change in marketing affects not only the grain merchant but the
farmer as well.

Farmers have made great progress in recent years in the

quality and quantity of the grain they have been able to produce.
must improve in similar fashion their marketing program.

Now they

Perhaps Kenneth D.
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Naden, Administrative Counsel of The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
has expressed the problem as well as anyone can.

Here is what he has to say:

"Skillful marketing, is professional marketing ---- handling in such a manner that greatest efficiency and least waste is obtained, but more importantly, handling in such a manner that the maximum farm income possible is obtained considering the total supply available.

Professional marketing by

and on behalf of fanners means raising farmers• bargaining power in the markets for food products. 11

There is urgent need for farmers to organize their

selling activities on such a basis as to equalize the skill, experience and
information between buyers and sellers for all products, he declares.

"Re-

tail and wholesale buyers are professionals in every sense of the word.
Farmers' representatives on the selling desk and the telephone also must be
professionals.

Farmers by themselves cannot do much about surplus produc-

tion, but they can do much about their selling agencies."
As a result of studies, discussions, and many meeth1gs of grave concern the terminal elevator operators well realize that better prices can be
obtained only by broader and more competitive markets.

Therefore, they have

sought to aid the fanners by erecting storage at lake and even ocean ports
so that the farmers' grain will be on hand and available, whenever and whereever a demand occurs.

Also, recognizing the fact that trucking is becoming

increasingly important, elevator operators are providing efficient facilities and paying sufficient premiumsto allow profitable hauling by this method.
In addition, more storage space has been built by both country and terminal
operators to enable farmers to store their grain at harvest time, and thus
avoid having to sell on a depressed market.
Cooperatives in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana have pooled their ideas and
resources in order to market more efficiently the grain in the area.

The re-
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sult of this has been the formation of }iid-States Terminals, Inc,, a company
1

specializing in the movement of grain through the Great Lakes and the St.
Lawrence Seaway.

Similarily, a national cooperative, Producers Export Cor-

poration of N.2w York has been established to handle the exporting of grain
to foreign countries.
Not content with what has been done so far, we shall make every effort
to keep abreast of changing conditions and to provide the farmers of Ohio
with maximum prices and minimum costs.
The challenge that we face today is the necessity for those of us at
the terminal elevator level to formulate plans far enoueh into the 60 1 s so
that we can anticipate and be prepared for whatever additional developments
may occur as a chan5ing agricultural economy fits into a constantly fluctuating domestic and foreign relationship.
We can best do our job and aid our farmer producers by providing the
facilities and services they will require.

Competition will force us to do

this as economically 2s possible.
However, our gravest concern now is for the immediate future.

~
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MARKET POWER AND THE CHALLENGING SIXTIES
Earl F. Davidson
Each of us here today is in some way attempting to define "market power"
and to wisely look at least 10 yea.rs into the future.
I daresay each phase of agri-business represented has an entirely
different viewpoint; each thinks his interpretation alone is right, and
each of the rest of us is wrong.
Idealistically, I prefer to think of "power" as the constructive use
of harnessed force, energy etc., directed to the ultimate task to be accomplished,, and to ignore the destructive forces or powers that so vitally
affect each of our lives.
I think of a market not only as the market place, but also as the happy
or unhappy human beings, pecple who buy and sell what they produce or need.
The "market power" then, of the country grain elevator trade, is the
importance exercised either up or down on this line or flow of goods from
producer to consumer. The quality of our "market power" is determined by
the anxious buyers that we sell to and the satisfied customers that we
~·

~

The score the industry or the individual receives on this one test

alone sets the limits on the eventual extension of our market power in the
right direction.
No longer can any pa.rt of the grain trade be a party to pushing the
farmer prices to extreme lows at harvest time because we failed to function
to the best of our potential ability.

If we do, we must expect to face the

farmers ire or expect to be by-passed on storage, handling or sale of' grain
in future yea.rs.
We

~

face the fact that most government controls and all loan pro-
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grams were instigated originally to bolster market prices and to provide the
farmer a means Of orderly marketing the products he produces.
If the market power we try to excercise is to be regarded favorably,
respected by our customers, it must serve a useful purpose of (1) providing
storage (2) faster, earlier handling ot a harvest (3) an improved price

(4) provide some service he does not have on his farm or a combination of
these things that will work to the ultimate benefit of the farmer.
Narrowing this definition to the individual grain elevator then, as we
must if we are to measure our present or future status, we must size up both
the buyer and the seller.
When we, at West Liberty, measure our own market power, we ask these
questions of ourselves about the grain buyers we call:
Does this man sit up and take notice of our calls? Does he recognize my
voice, my secretary's voice, or doesn't he even know or care we're in

business~

Is he giving us reliable, accurate market information, irrespective of his
personal interests? We try to make a self-analysis in this respect:

Does

this buyer know he can depend on the quality of the grain or products on
which he is quoting us? Can he rely on our dependability in all respects?
We also ask ourselves:

Does this man extend himself' to cover the market

for us and to sell our goods to the best advantage?
We must constantly judge ourselves and acknowledge that we are continuously being measured by the buyers with whom we deal.
We must even more actively measure our position and our contacts with
our supply customers, for they far outnumber the buyers.
Does the customer always think of us when he has something to sell? Are
my sampling methods fair:
my

Are my tests and grades accurate and reliable? Are

charges fair and reasonable?

Is

my

hauling service good. Are we dumping
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this customer's grain fast enough?

Is this man getting a pleasant reception

at our scales, in our elevator, and when he is ready to settle?

In short, how many other calls to our competitors does he make before
selling to us, or does he depend entirely upon us?
is not listed as a prime concern.

Please note that price

I know that price is all-important.

I

know that some few competitors will outbid us. We may occasionally lose a
customer who considers price alone. What I love to do competitively is to
out-dump, out-handle, out-she:l..l, out-dry, out-store and out-serve my custaners
over my best competition.

That is the real fun, the real joy, for in so do-

ing I am attempting to get my farmers the highest net return for his yearly
harvest.
Before we, as an industry or as individuals can accept any challenge of
the 6o• s, we must face a. few
In properly apprising

:f,-:o,·~ts

o.~;:·.:

about the industry or which we are a. part.

,_, :lture tode.y, we

our farmer-customers make monc:.)·, we cannot

make

~

recognize that unless

money, or even continue to

exist:
Agriculture is conside1·1')d the most important segment of our entire
economy.

The grain farmer, tl-..'": ··,-egetable grower, the livestock breeders and

growers, the poultry producerc, the fruit growers, the dairymen, are the only
true sources of food except the fishermen.
Cotton, wool and flax growers could again be our main source of fibres.
Synthetic fibres do have their place, but the clothes that make the man are
still the rich wool suits and the fine cotton shirts.
We must recognize the

fE.l,e-t. that

economical production of these foods and

fibres and a sound, orderly nw'l.2.L-.3ting process is the only way the farmer can
obtain his fair share of the consumer food and fibre dollar.
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The influence of changing means of transporting commodities to consumer
markets means surveying new areas for the sale of the products of your customer's efforts.

The only way we, as an industry, can continue to be a part

of this all-important way of life is to assume our rightful place and position in this production line and accept the full share of responsibility in
the successful production and marketing of our customer's products.
Perhaps too much of my allotted time has been allocated to definition
and to agriculture's true position.

However, only the foolish accept a

challenge without some self-confidence in their ability to whip the challenger.
Based on the projected population increase, in less than 25 years all the
foods and fibres our farmers can produce will be needed to feed and clothe
us.
We must accept the challenge of our grain farmer customers to be, or to
provide for him, soil and fertilizer consultant services for the highest
possible yields per acre.

We must know what soil preparation practices are

best for our soil types, and we must know what minimum tillage practices will
or·w111 not work.
We must be able to recommend to him or advise him on the most productive,
most reliable seed to use for maximum production.
We must be challenged by the rapidly changing methods of harvesting of
e.11 crops.

We grain men have proof, if we would accept it, and our better

farmers all know, that early, wetter harvesting of wheat, oats and corn means
substantially higher yields and greater net returns per acre, because field
and harvesting losses are held to the very minimum.
Unless we, as grain men, stop fighting this trend and immediately gear
our houses with larger, faster hoists, bigger dump pits, quicker, more economical elevation legs, huge capacity cleaners or scalpers, more and larger

-------...
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driers for-handling multiple harvests of more than one grain at the same
time, then our grain farmers !!,!! drive past us to more distant markets.
We must accept the challenge of the combination grain and livestock
farmer to keep him abreast of and competitive with the grain farmers harvesting methods and to provide him unlimited grain exchange storage, drying for
wet grain, bulk delivery of feed and all the service he needs. We must be
nutritional consultants as well as health, sanitation and marketing advisors.
We should be his farm supply center.

If we

~

send our feeders elsewhere

for his equipment, fence, and general farm supplies, let it please be because
we do not have the room to handle those items, and not because we did not
even know that automatic feeders or improved feed additives exist.
If we can possibly gear our feed and delivery service to fill enough of
the needs of the specialty broiler, turkey grower or pig hatchery man and
keep him away from the enslaving throes of integration and eventual selfdestruction, we are morally obligated to do so.
When we, as grain and feed dealers, can accept these multiple challenges
and divide our responsibilities properly between supplier and buyer, build progressive, continuing, financially sound businesses, and provide the necessary,
timely and profitable services pertinent to our various customer needs,

~

6o's will not pass us by and our market power will expand in both directions.
We will enjoy the status in the 70 1 s and the 8Qt s Of essential businessmen
with dignity and rapidly expanding stature.
This task cannot be performed a.lone. We must

make

our Board of Directors, the challenges we are facing.

known to our owners,

We must educate and

train our employees to the task ahead. We must keep our bankers, our schools
and our communities informed of our changing economy.

I do not like to end a talk on notes of dire warning, for I pride myself
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on being an optimist, first, last and always.
However, since this talk is before a group of predominately grain and
feed men, I would be remiss if I did not state:

If too many of us let our

"market power" wane and waste away because we fail to accept the many and
varied challenges and responsibilities mentioned before, then our entire industry will lose it's place of importance, and the farmers, who are businessmen in their own right, will seek other ways and means of marketing and other
sources ot supply and they will develop their own storage and drying facilities for their grain crops.
If there are no more small flour mills it is because they did not keep
abreast of the demand of the trade.
If the neighborhood. grocer has been replaced by the super market, it is
because he failed to meet the demands of his growing community, and fully harness the market power that he once enjoyed.
If the grain elevator, feed and farm supply store goes out ot business,
it is because they failed to keep abreast and ahead of the rapidly changing
needs and the demands ot progressive customers.
Direct selling and direct buying are a problem we face today, because
we failed to keep ahead ot·our customers or to fill the needs of our buyers.
Not because Mr. Terminal, Mr. Feed Manufacturer, Mr. Soybean 1 Processor or
Mr. Flour Miller wanted to buy or sell direct.
I would like to accept the challenges of the 6o 1 s so that my business wil
be here to accept the challenges of the 70's and the 80 1 s.
will accept these challenges with me, for ONLY unified
desired results and a sense of dignity to our trade.

I hope many of you

e~rort

can bring the
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CHALLENGE OF THE SIXTIES -- THE PROCESSOR AND MANUFACTURER
Don Vogel
We have learned a number of things about "Market Power" so far today.

Dr. Beckman has told us what has and will happen to market power in this
changing and growing economy of ours. Mr. Bicks has told us about antitrust and market power in agriculture, and Dr. Naden has told us the importance of market power in agricultural marketing agencies.
In the final analysis, however, from the standpoint of the feed manufacturer, the flour miller or soybean processor, market power is, in a nut
shell, the ability to buy as cheap or cheaper and to sell as much or more
as high or higher as your competitor.
Certainly there is more to it than this - some very important things
such as quality, service, efficiency, profit, customer relations, and so
on.

I think, however, this definition does pin down the subject so that

we can talk about it.
SIZE OF MANUFACTURERS
Perhaps a good way to talk about market power in our industry is to
look at some of the changes and practices, which the attempts by members
of our industry to achieve this market power, have brought about.
I believe one of the results of this effort to achieve market power
is showing itself in the trend to larger, stronger, and fewer feed manufacturers, flour millers and soybean processors.

To a large extent, the

flour millers have already gone through this shake do'Wil process and the
small crossroad flour miller is practically non-existent.

The soybean

processing industry grew up in the hands of a relatively small number of
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_____firms.

The teed manufacturers are just now going through a process of

elimination of the weak and unfit, as evidenced by frequent news stories
we are seeing in our trade journals about feed manufacturers who are selling out or closing down.
This isn't a planned trend - it is just happening - and the logical
question is

"Why?".

One of the most obvious answers I see is because each

entity is seeking greater market power.

This may lead to mergers to build

stronger and more wide spread operations, the taking of financial risk
through unsound credit programs or unwise expansion, thereby causing bankruptcy of those firms whose decisions are not the right ones, a consolida•
tion by firms with whom processing or milling or manufacturing is a sideline so that they may becane more competitive in their basic industry, and
a normal attrition of the unsound operations.
It is my opinion that this trend is going to continue for several
years to come.
SELLING BUSINESS VS BUYING BUS !NESS
A second result of this bid to achieve market power is the temptation,
particularly by the feed manufacturers, to BUY BUSINESS.

By this I mean

the establishment of unsound credit policies, the offering of deals or guarantees, the financing Of chicks, poults, equipnent, labor, houses, or what
have you, the establishment of reckless bookings which either cannot be covered or are not intended to be enforced, and so on through the many other
schemes that we as an industry seem to cane up with.
All of these are really gimmicks which may be resorted to in lieu of
SELLING BUSINESS, or, to put it more simply, selling the product being manufactured and what it can do for the custaner in the way of profits.
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I believe this can be a dangerous trend to the manufacturer, one that
could result in a loss of market power rather than a strengthen.ing of market power.

Yet, wisely applied in certain situations and under certain con-

ditions, any one of these must be recognized as a tool that can increase
market power.

ADVERTISING AND MARKETDTG THE END PRODUCT
Another trend in this effort to achieve market power is the entry by
manufacturing companies into the advertising and marketing of the end product.

There are many around who can and will cite the logic of this step,

or the need for this step, and the tremendous success that is sure to result, or for our purposes, the "market power" that it could produce.

I

believe, however, a word of caution is due at this point because this is
not a smooth road paved with dollars.
By and large, the marketing of poultry and eggs is presently done by
professionals and this is a very canpetitive

se~ent

of the market struc-

ture in the flow of these products from producer to consumer.

Advertis-

ing an end product to create a brand preference is a costly undertaking success is far from guaranteed and it frequently receives powerful resistance from the grocery chains.

Further, success is completely dependent

on the availability of sufficient quantities of quality eggs or poultry
or whatever you are trying to advertise or sell and this quality must be
obvious.

DIRECT BUYING AND SELLING
The final trend I would call to your attention is the temptation on
the part of manufacturers to go to direct selling and to direct buying.
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. In some cases,,. direct selling is the result of a feed manufacturer rs

desire to increase his business in this way when all other doors have been
closed to him.

In other instances, it is a decision or policy a po.rticular

manufacturer has made.

More often, I believe, it can result when the dealer

fails to grow with his customer and thereby is unable to provide the necess-

ary service at a price that is competitive.
In most cases where this approach has been taken, it is soon regretted
by the feed manufacturer.

In his attempt to increase his market power, he

will frequently end up impairing his market power because of the ruin of his
dealer organization.

Direct selling is not necessarily a less costly way

of doing business from either the manufacturer's or the customer's viewpoint;
frequently, it is more costly.
Direct buying is another facet of this same problem, affecting the
flour miller, the soybean processor, and the feed manufacturer alike.
Generally, the buying departments of these manufacturers would like
to consider themselves wholly separate from the sales departments, leaving
them free to do the best job of buying the necessary raw materials of the
right quality as cheaply as possible.

Philosophically, this is not entire-

ly wrong, since the cost of the raw material essentially detennines the price
of the finished product and these savings are passed on to the ultimate customer.
Practically,

this is not possible or its practice at least is certain

to create problems in many areas of the colmtry.

In many cases, the direct

buyer is in competition with his o;m customer and, in most of these instances,
the manufacturer has a terrific advantage, but is sure to create animosity
if he uses it.

In other cases, he is competition with suppliers upon whom

he is dependent for his raw materials during the times when they· are not
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available from producers, which can alienate a source of supply the manufacturer is dependent upon.
The problem is further canplicated, when, because of transportation requirements and competition for raw materials in a given area, for instance
by trucks, the manufacturer is faced with the decision of paying a high premium to compete with trucks or go to a source where it is available at less
of a premium or no premium.
This is essentially the problem, and I am afraid there is no clear cut
answer, other than some compromise has to be made that will be satisfactory
to all.
One thing I would like to point out when a miller or manufacturer or
processor is located in a given area, it is very easy for the country elevator operator to blame all of his probler.1s on the manufacturer regardless
of who is the cause of the problems.

If this is the case, the only way a

solution is going to be reached is for all to be canpletely honest - that
is, if the manufacturer is causing the trouble, recognize it and work toward a solution; but if a country elevator competitor is causing the problem because he has greater market power, then you must recognize that also,
and don't take the easy way out and blame the manufacturer.

Try to deter-

mine why the country elevator canpetitor has greater market power and then
develop your own market power so you can compete with what is your real canpetition.
CONCLUSION
I have touched on four points that to me are among the most outstanding problems, or better, CHALLENGES, of the next decade.

To be sure, there

are many more, some we have lived with the past decade or more; some which
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we may not even realize lie ahead of us.

millers,

a~d

Most feed manufacturers, flour

soybean processors are at present dependent upon the system

of country elevators and feed dealers and in a large measure the reverse
is true.

I feel sure that this dependency and the fine spirit of working

together will continue, not just during the Sixties but beyond that, so long
as each segment of this marketing pattern continues to earn the profit it
takes for its services.

7f)

HOW TR8 MEAT DEMAJITDS OF THE CONSUMER

WILL BE MET IN THE SIXTIES
H.T.

Templ~tor.

1}

According to a recent in-store survey of thirty-five housewives, the
consumer does not know what improvements in meats she wants ten years from
now.

Thus, she must and will be educated in this respect.
The number of consumers and the combined family income will increase.

The number of housewives from age 18 to

35

is predicted to increase from

twenty-one million in 1960 to twenty-six million in 1970.

Thirty-eight per-

cent of these young housewives work full-time out of the home.

As a higher

percentage of all housewives become employed, their buying habits will change.
Therefore,

the demand for convenient, quick and easily prepared foods and

speciality dishes will increase. Also, as one-fourth of our meals are eaten
out of the home now, the housewife's buying role will decrease.
Meat is still the main concern of the consumer and will remain a very
strong competitive item since it draws the most customers to the retail store
and also is the main source of complaint.

This competition includes meat

with other foods, retail store versus retail store, retailer versus packer,
and packer versus producer.

Based on past observation, the consumer will

ask for a tender, tasty, lean meat, priced as low as possible and more nearly ready to serve.
Last year pounds of meat per capita declined and this has been particularly noticable for pork.

Advertising, in general, including the "lost lead-

er" can be justified from the sales volume of meat.

Super markets must have

volume to hold down cost. Meat has been as this promotion item but it is
difficult to estimate and have on hand the necessary quantity for speciality
sales.

1/

Summarized by Marshall Burkes, Agricultural Economics Department
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The consumer does not have an allegiance to one store as pointed out
by 80 percent of the customers using two stores and 40 percent who shop at
three or more stores.
The retailer will handle whatever is most profitable even if it means
substituting more cheese, dairy or poultry products for meat.

The trade will

demand a more uniform carcass and less seasonality in supplies.
Regardless of the consumer, the retailer will require a standardized
product from the producer primarily because of forced emphasis on high labor
cost and waste problems.

This standardized meat type product if demanded

now is not available from the producer.
One of the major problems is the rapidly increasing cost of operation.
First, the cost of putting fixtures in a store has doubled in ten years which
now cost $9 to $10 per square foot.

Second, when speaking of labor, the

journeyman's pay has increased 204 percent.
In the years ahead much effort will go toward reducing cost by:

(1)

better technology, (2) expanding research, (3) new methods, and (4) new products. However, radical changes will come slow because of the need to write
off or depreciate 8-12 years of equipment life.
Kroger's objective through selection is to provide meat that is the most
tender.

The retailer will depend largely on the grower, the packer, the

scientist, and selection to obtain tenderness and meats without excess fat.
Questions proposed during

~

afternoon session

What will be the effect as tenderizers are used on meat (for example,
engymes)?
Conclusion:

There should be very little effect on the feeding operation.

It would possibly create more demand because tenderness is the major preference concerning quality of beef.
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When considering the Packer Consent Decree, would the retailers consider going into the packing business?
Kroger does not want to go into the packing operation since

Conclusion:

they realize more bargaining power when purchasing between tow or three independent packers.
With low livestock prices, explain the seemingly high price at retail.
Conclusion:

Even with the mark up and use as a promoter, all rail

stock only broke even last year.
meats sold.

Rail stock comprised

JB percent of the

Profits had to come from the remainder which consisted of ham,

picnics, sausage and etc.
After considering the situation of low poultry prices, how does the sale
of red meats compare?
Conclusion:

Last summer, Kroger handled more pounds of poultry

~han

beef.
Why is beef used for promotion speciality and not sold at the highest
price?
Conclusion:

The competitive system forces meats to the lower price in

order for an individual firm to stay in business.
What is the margin mark up when using trading stamps?
Conclusion:

Stamps cost about 1.7 to 3 percent or a 2 percent average.

A 16 percent increase in sales is required to pay for stamps. Most consumers
must like the stamps since 90 percent save them.
more kinds.

Sixty percent save two or

Apparently, the consumer is willing to pay for the stamps to

purchase the luxury items offered.
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HOW THE MEAT DEMANDS OF THE CONSUMER WILL BE MET
IN THE 60ts BY MEAT PACKERS
Roy R. Green
To understand the transition that is presently taking place in America's
livestock and meat industry and to visualize some of the possibilities of
meeting consumer's meat demands in the 60•s, a little history is in order.
Many changes have taken place in livestock production, meat processing,
and selling methods, as intense competition in free markets has driven food
concerns evermore toward increased efficiency and lower costs. As has been
indicated, one of the most dramatic of these changes has been the shift to
mass merchandising through supermarkets.

The impact of this shift is being

felt to an increasing degree throughout the remainder of the industry as
supermarket organizations reach upstream toward the processor and thence to
the producer to fill the demands generated by this new selling technique.
Change is still occurring at a far more rapid pace than in the period
prior to the 20th century. Within the memory of most in this room, there
have taken place many basic changes that are even today being further excelerated by the characteristic growth in our total economy.
Essentially, there have been four kinds of changes that have charactErized the meat industry during the past quarter of a century:
1. The first major change was the development of a system of allweather highways and truck transport. With this development,
it became feasible to locate livestock processing closer to farms
and away from the large terminal markets.

It has characterized

the industry since the beginning of commercial livestock production.

Farmers no longer find it necessary to confine their
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livestock to somewhat remote terminal markets -- with prices
undetermined.

They could and have started selling closer to

home.
2, At the same time, the application of mechanical refrigeration
to trucks further reduced the dependency of the livestock and
meat industry upon rail centers.

Formerly meat could move over

long distance only by railroad.

Refrigerated trucks also great-

ly increased the flexibility of the small meat processors who
were becoming established in and close to major livestock producing areas.

3. New and improved techniques of market communications were made
available to the public by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
These methods of communication have become particularly important as skilled brokers and wholesalers have entered the meat
trade, largely as agents of the emerging small slaughterers.
Competitive advantage of internal market information each national meat packing firm had from actual market participation
rapidly has disappeared.

4.

The rapid demise of the small neighborhood grocery and meat
markets, plus the even more rapid growth of the super market
has had and will have in the future marked affects upon the
livestock and meat industry.

Now, instead of a few hundred food

items from which to choose, the supermarket consumer has from
5,000 to 7,000 food and non-food items offered to her each time

she goes into these modern structures.

Here the technique of

mass merchandising standardized products is making itself felt
in the increased demand for specific weights, grades, and size
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of carcasses and cuts of beef, lamb, veal, and pork.
In substance, then, handling of meat and other foods is tending to move
more directly from points of production to adjacent processing firms thence
to consumers shopping in large, modern supermarkets.

Basically, these four

developments, along with the highly ccrnpetitive nature of the business, has
meant cutting to a minimum the time taken to buy, process, and deliver the
meat and meat products.
In the past two decades, convenience has become the by-word for food

products.

It gives promise of remaining so in the foreseeable future.

Today, the .American housewife buys food with which she can prepare
the family meals in a total of 90 minutes out of the day.

A few years t1go

it took her five and one-half hours out of her day to do this job.
industry has been building "maid service" into its products.

The food

This includes

the meat business. tfore, and more, the meat packer is performing the task
of trimming waste and fat, pre-cutting and removing bones, cooking or partially cooking, packaging,

and freezing meat items for consumers.

For this

service, an increasing number of homemakers are ready, willing and able to
pay.

Importantly, a third or more of the married women of the United States

today are employed out of the home.

Obviously, convenience has much attrac-

tion to this group.
The whole movement of meats and other foods from production to final
consumer has been imminsely speeded.

A few examples of modern handling of

foods are: automatic grading and packaging of eggs, frankfurters formed,
cooked, smoked, and packaged ccmpletely by machine.

There is also much great-

er emphasis on large volume purchases by retailers on the basis of description and not inspection, machine order writing, machine inventory control,
in accounting, and food formulation by digital computers.
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More are to comel
The horizon of the 1960 1 s reveals more and more convenience.

The pre-

cooked, frozen, complete meals is still in its infancy -- even though it has
been gaining at a good clip year after year.

The trend toward such items as

turkey with "all the fixin's", perhaps with pie for dessert included in the
package.

Such items can be put up to sell as units in quantities from two

to ten meals.
Dishes from the world's most famous restaurants will be in home freezers,
exotic meals from far away parts of the world will be available for your dinner table and mine.
Frozen picnic packs which will carry their own heating units.

Experi-

ments continue with the "boil in the bag" meat items which are ready to drop
into water and heat.
And, the homemaker will be spared the headache of making sure her family
is getting "balance" in her meals.
the menu for her.

Food packers of the future will balance

Home economists in the ccmmercial kitchens of these pro-

cessing concerns will plan the menu combinations while the firm's chemists
will guarantee the foods to retain their full goodness.
In other aspects of the changes that may well be taking place in the

food field over the 60 1 s will include more retail sales at night and on
Sunday; more food vending machines instead of waitresses and chefs; more
meals eaten at hotels and restaurants (already 1 in 4); further upgrading
of the diet,

with increased demand for protein food by a rapidly expanding

population.
All these things are in sight, or are already letting their impact be
felt.
How different our meat sales and merchandising may be by the close of
the 1960 1 s can only be a guess.
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We do know that the developments in the meat and food technology over
the past two decades have come thick and fast.

Beef-pot pies were produced

in amounts of somewhat over a million pounds in 1952, yet estimates are now
that pot pies are produced in amounts of over 200,000,000 pounds.

In ten

years meat items like chili con carne, tamales, and canned beef stews have
almost doubled or tripled in volume.

We know of a few ways to keep fresh

without refrigeration -- for days at a ti.me.

There are problems in putting

some of these new "meat keepers" into use, but undoubtedly, they are in the
future of the livestock and meat business.
It is rather exciting to at least think of some of the techniques that
may be used with such items as fresh packaged meats with almost indefinite
keeping qualities; or fresh meats whose fibers have been reduced to unifonn
sizes so that they may be reconstructed into fresh meat products of unifonn
shape and tenderness.

And, the very real possibility of "push-button shop-

ping" makes it clear that new and vastly more powerful selling methods will
be a part of the wholesale and retail selling of the future.
Obviously, the meat industry is looking to doing more work for the
homemaker, selling her convenience vtl th the meat, and E:etting paid for doing
the work.
Although you may not be aware of it, this change is coming at a tremendous rate.

In the four years from

1954 to 1958, between twenty and twenty-

five percent of the small retail food store disappeared.

During these same

four years, the proportion of the retail food business done by the supermarket type of stores increased

25

percent and JO percent -- with almost no

increase in the number of such stores.
These elements of change or transition in the economic functioning of
the livestock and meat industry has meant that many meat packers have sizable
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adjustments to make.

Inasmuch as virtually their entire procurement, pro-

cessing, and distribution organizations were developed on the basis of an
entirely different set of economic conditions at the turn of the century,
it is significant to note how these adjustments will be continued into the
future.
Primarily, the national meat packers have undertaken five lines of action:
1. The meat packing industry is tending to diversify.

In several

instances, Swift & Company for example, this program of diversification was started many years ago.

Generally, in the instance

of our organization, it was undertaken as a deliberate policy
of management to provide additional stability to annual returns,
in the face of highly variable year-to-year returns of a very
modest magnitude.

As a refiner of lard, manufacturer of adhe-

sives, manufacturer of soap, and curer of hides, it was natural
to extend into fields of vegetable oils, vegetable shortenings,
the complete line of adhesive products, industrial chemicals,
non-organic commercial fertilizers, and manufacturing business.
Other diversified businesses play a part -- such as ice cream,
peanut butter, canned foods, etc. However, it should be pointed out that with all of this diversification, at least in Swift

& Company, basic business remains that of meat and meat products.
2. The industry has tended to grow in rural areas -- near first
hand sources of livestock.

There has been a march to the country

-- retreating from the terminal market as a major source of raw
materials in the form of livestock. Major problems have been
in the f leld of livestock procurement and operations which make
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continued functioning of many old and large meat packing plants
at terminal markets unprofitable.

The search goes on constantly

for desirable and new plant locations, primarily "out in the
country~"

J. The industry's distribution channels are being shortened. As
far and as fast as feasible, there are being developed direct
servicing of meat and grocery customers from producing units
of meat packing and food processors.

One of the compelling ele-

ments in this shift has been to eliminate where ever possible
the cost of rehandling products.

4.

Technical progress is being energetically sought by the meat
packing industry. Many companies, including our own, have
invested heavily in technical research.
progress

i~

This means not only

the development of new products, but also develop-

ment of automatic machinery and product handling techniques -popularly known as automation.

It is expected that this research

will pay off in new product development, product quality control,
and new technology for production processes.

5.

Finall~r!

there is greater than ever, the drive to improve effi-

ciency 3.!ld reduce cost.

This manifests itself in the large scale

operations through severe reorganization and streamlining of adminis fi·.:-ative and production operations.
As consumers, you and I have come out pretty well with all of the changes
that are taking p:i.ace.
For instance, the quality of the .American diet has been sharply upgraded.
With the growth c;f disposable income, the tendency has been to buy and consume more of th() high-quality protein foods at the expense of starches.

Bo
There has been a vast improvement in the variety and assortment of goods
available to consumers -- offered at a higher
convenient form.

qualit~r

level and in more

An hour of factory work would buy 1.2 pounds of steak

in 1929 but would buy 2.2 pounds in the late 1950 1 s.

It took as much labor

to earn four quarts of milk in 1929 as for eight quarts in the late 1950•s.
The story is the same for many other meat and food products.
Continued applied research, coupled with trends in new livestock marketing procedure, new meat processing methods, distribution and selling techniques, there are promised new and impressive milestones in the job of filling consumer's demands for meat,
However, the impact of change and the impressive progress should not
obscure the important fundamental, it will have
try in the 1960's and forevermore.

to be a goal of the indus-

This is to deliver meats of consistent

quality, flavor, tenderness, and without excessive fat.
In fact, this is the basic production, processing, and selling challenge

to the livestock and meat industry now and in the future.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTK-rw IN MEETING CONSUMER DEM.AND FOR PORK

Howard Davison and Herbert Sollars
The consumer eats the quality of meat he can get, and has been doing
so for many years; however, the preference he sets for any product helps
determine the price he will pay.
some of our market.

I don't like the fact that we are losing

The problem is how do we develop a product with the

quality appearl and reputation that a consumer is willing to purchase.
Our first step in this direction has been development of a meat type

hog. Some of the problems encountered have been, slow gain, ineffective
criteria for selection, packing company, and cons111T1ers apparently do not
recognize quality, development of true breeding stock, resistance to change
by many producers, and the lack of a standarized product on retail market.
We have reduced feed requirements by almost

i

from that of a few years

ago, which is more growth than that of our population!
There is a decided difference between meat type hogs and fat hogs.

As

far as the consumer and producer are concerned, we must produce a meat type
hog with a well balance and quality muscle. We know it requires less feed
(calories) to produce muscle than fat.

If we can isolate characteristics

which produce these muscular type hogs, we will have made important advancements in economic production. Mr. Sollars believes that farmers present
complaint about low premium paid for meat type is not true at all.

He feels

that on economy of production alone the producer can afford to take a

35

cent per hundredweight cut in price on meat type hogs and still earn more
money.
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Panel Discussion
Howard Davison
Herbert Sollars
Nick Hahn
Wilbur Bru.-ier
Q.

Are we producing enough No. 1 hogs?

A.

Even though some of the local packers are taking only meat type, there
are not enough No. 1 hogs to supply any large organization or chain stores.

Q. How can you teach producers to get this proper type hog?
A.

The farmers must ask packers and buyers questions.
sive, not defensive.

We should be aggres-

One problem is we would like a greater spread in

prices, paying too much for fat hogs and too little for meat type hogs.

Q.

Do you think farmers should market hogs at lighter weights?

A.

Hogs develop meat up to certain age then begin to build up fat weights
over 220 pounds.

It might be advisable for some hogs to be marketed at

much lighter weights 160-180 pounds.

There seems to be no objectives

especially of the animal will dress 70 percent and 35-40 percent primal
cuts.
Q.

Why don 1 t we buy on cut-out basis?

A. What basis, should be used, rail, back fat and length, these are very
poor methods? What we need is an effective method of grading.

Right

now the chains buy on the specification of weights. We need a system
which will supply a retail outlet with fancy quality loin, week after
week.
Q. What about holding hogs when the price looks weak and then unloading

them at heavier weights?
A. Hogs are like peaches, they should be sold when ripe, and that is the
200 to 220 pound weight.
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Summary
Some real progress has been made from the show ring evaluations in the
past five years. We are now thinking in the direction of a leaner hog.
Possibly hogs should be marketed approximately at 180-200 pounds for better
cut out value. An animal is needed which will cut out a high percentage or
primal cuts.

Once this animal is developed, we must be able to supply the

farmers with this superior type hog.
The processing buyers and farmers are interested in promoting meat type
hogs. Both groups must realize the other 1 s unique problems and be willing
to formulate a workable solution.

Both groups admit they can not visually

determine the percent of primal cuts in live carcasses and both are interested in obtaining criteria for this judgement in the yard and also for
breeding purposes.
There is a need to develop standards and criteria for these standards
along with a program of testing such as the Swine Evaluation Station.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN MEETING CONSUMER
DEMANDS FOR BEEF AND W:B

C.H. Ingraham

!/

After glancing at the current livestock market and dealer map of Ohio,
Mr. Wise indicated that the livestock industry might operate more efficiently with fewer markets.

Mr. Cromley expressed concern about the weight potential of the charolois
bull cross with the three beef breeds particularly the Angus. He seemed to
feel that the Angus can furnish the quality carcass and fast rate of gain
but questioned the breed's ability to compete with the heavier charolois
cross carcass of the same age from the standpoint of economics.
The fear of continued imports of Austrialian and other beef was expressed. Several men indicated that this importation should be checked in order
to protest the .American products.

Apparently, the Australian beef is a dry-

er and lower quality beef that has only been used for grinding purposes.

Dr. Henning granted that it was difficult for the cattle feeder but
there are two sides to the foreign import-export situation. When dealing
with a world situation, where our monetary help and technical aid is involved, we must conduct foreign trade which will allow the United States a
large volume of exports.

Foreign trade is complex and more than the two

particular countries and their products must be considered.

Although, an

individual segment of our economy, such as the cattle producer may have to
sacrifice to some extent, we must remain a strong nation among the freeworld when dealing with the threatening non-free world.
Some alarm was expressed over the present gold shortage problem.

Dr.

Newberg stated that the gold problem could not be solved by setting restric-

1/ Summarized

by

Marshall Burkes, Agricultural Economics Department
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tions on free imports. More .American goods should be purchased for foreign development.
The livestock industry has not asked nor received Government subsidy.
However, it must compete with products from other industries which are supported by such subsidy.
When discussing meat, in relation to other foods, the subject of promotion was raised.

There was some concern as to what was being done and

what could be accomplished with promotion.

It has been concluded that pro-

motion of meat of one species over another will do little good in the aggregate.

Studies show that after major promotion and following short time laspes,

the demand for the particular meat drops back to its previous level.
Glen Thrasher from the National Livestock and Meat Board, briefly explained current work on the area of promotion after several encouraging
questions.
The Board works for the industry through a diversified program of meat
promotion, education, information and research.

Through research, it un-

covers scientific facts to strengthen the position of meat as a food.

Through

its work in promotion, education and information it carries these facts to
the consmner of America.
The goal of the program is to constantly impress on consumers the fact
that meat is one of our most healthful and wholesome foods and that it has
an important place in the daily diets of all age groups.

Many channels and

media are used to keep the product constantly before the eyes of the .American
public.

For example, over

z~

million of advertising has been obtained by

furnishing information for news media at a distribution cost of only one
hundred thousand dollars.
The nationwide program of the National Livestock and Meat Board is
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financed by voluntary contributions from the industry.

These contributions

are made on the following basis:
Cattle ••••••.•.•••••••••••••• 2¢
Calves ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2/3¢
Hogs ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2/3¢
Sheep, Lambs ••••••••••••••••• 2/5¢

per
per
per
per

head
head
head
head

These funds are matched on a per head basis by the participating meat
packers when the animals are slaughtered.
Livestock growers and feeders are in the majority on the Board's 31
member directorate, with 17 representatives from this branch of the industry.

There are five directors representing livestock marketing agencies,

five representing the meat packing segment of the industry, and four representing retailers and restaurateurs.
The chain stores are using the Government grades less as they establish
a market for their individual grades.

Government graders are requested for

less than one-half of the beef now and prime beef is becoming more of a problem to market.
States.

The amount of grading varies between areas in the United
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MEETING TEE CHALLENGE OF TEE SIXTIES
R. B. Davisson, Moderator
Max Kernen, McMillen Feed Co. 1 Marion, Ohio, predicted that in the next

ten yea.rs production units would continue to decrease in number and grow larger
in size. There is a reaJ. opportunity in Ohio for commerciaJ. operations and
if we do not "fill the gap" other states will.
The opportunities a.re greater for obtaining more profit through better
merchandising than in cutting production costs. A coordinated selling program. will be a "must" to meet the challenge of the Sixties.
Irvin Grassbaugh 1 general manager of Buckeye Turkey Hatcheries Inc.,
predicted the turkey business will continue to expand in Ohio.

Local growers

have mazzy new markets for their products.
Harvey Eisenstadt, of J.

o.

Frank Co. 1 Deyton, Ohio, predicted that mer-

chandising will be the biggest issue in the Sixties. The industry needs a
year around merchandising program in order to reach the consumer.
John Weaver, Weaver Bros. Inc., Versailles, Ohio-The change or revolution that is currently taking place in the egg industry is a pa.rt of a greater revolution taking place in all segments of our

economy.

OUr objective in "Meeting the Challenge of the Sixties" is to pro-

duce more eggs at a profit and to fit the egg into the present day consumers
diet and pattern of living.
~

concept of a successful egg entrepreneur in the sixties is one who

can recognize the latest technological developnents and put them to use profitably in his operation.

In most cases egg producers will have mastered

the ability to produce a top qual.ity product.
have increased the size of his

l~ng

He, the egg producer, will

flock to such a degree that a new and
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different set o:r probl.erns 'Will confront him.

All of the good egg producers

to~

have become less diversified and more speciaJ.ized in the production of

eggs.

This trend toward bigger sized flocks will bring about fewer egg pro-

ducers -- especially so -- if we cannot stop the continued decrease in per
capita. consumption

~f

eggs.

In the future much more capital will be required to operate these expand-

ed !eying flocks o

consequently, the problem of sound business management be-

comes more important than the problem of good production management.

However,

a producer of eggs regardless of his mass production methods, must still remember to practice good husbandry.
Since we are not willing to adjust egg production to the downward trend
in per capita consumption, the last part of the over-all objective presents
the greatest challenge.
tion?

How can we stem the tide of declining egg consump-

First of all, we must continue to produce our product under rigid

quality control practices.

Secondly, we must handle and process our product

into it --- then we a.re reacy to sell the homemaker our product.

The egg

industry will never be able to change the present breakfast pattern.

Instead

of showing eggs as a part of a heavy braakfast let's just push eggs.
They have as much staying power as meat and more steying power than

quick-energy cereals.

Eggs really make a light break.fast, they a.re tasty,

nutritious and low in Calories.

Most houseyJ.ves realize the importance of

eggs in a balanced diet, but tire of serving them in the traditional manners.
We must sell the egg as a main dish not just a side dish.

New egg products

must be introduced to capture our share of the easy-to-use food market.

we

must encourage further research which will develop new uses, new forms and
new packaging for eggs.

When we can expand our markets in canpetiti on w1 th

other food products, and hold this increase in consumption we will have a thriving egg industry.

MARKETING POWER IN THE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INDUSTRY
Dr. William E. Black
Florida Citrus Commission
Mr. Cravens, my graduate schoolroom and office mate, chose to expand
the scope of this paper and, therefore, ma.de it more difficult for me.
paper on

collecti~e

A

bargaining in agriculture, or marketing agreements and

orders, or organizing producer marketing associations, or running them, areas
in which I have had personal experience, would have been much easier to prepare.

However, each of these segments or agricultural marketing are important

and no doubt have a bearing on marketing power - an emerging concept from the
current evolution in marketing.
Perhaps a better term is

11

revolution11

-

for the changes in marketing

have never been so fast, so far-reaching, so frightening as now.
Farmers everywhere are apprehensive.

They realize that agriculture is

being shaken by changes in marketing, but they don't quite understand its
real impact.

They feel that they are in a weak bargaining position.

But what is more important, they do not know how to cope with the situation - especially alone.

They feel that somehow they are being forced to

give up their· rugged individualism - which they highly cherish - for something
they do not fully understand.
Fruit and vegetable growers in Florida also realize that something is
changing .. that something must be done.

The tomato growers, a few years

ago, thought that marketing agreements were the answer.

They operated under

them for f'our years, only to learn that marketing agreements did not solve
all of their marketing problems.
then out of marketing agreements.

Florida cucumber growers also went in,
I can say now, as I said then, marketing

agreements will not solve all marketing problems of' the fruit and vegetable

--....·--.-
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industries, even thougb it is a good marketing tool.
I cannot agree with fruit and vegetable growers who say "We know who
controls the marketing; the only question remaining is, who controls farming?"
The effect of our marketing "revolution'' on producer marketing strength
will depend largely, in my opinion, on the producer's understanding of the
new situation and willingness and ability to ad.Just to it.

Fruit and vege-

table producers, especially, must understand that they are doing business in
an entirely new situation.

What is it? What is it the producers must recog-

nize if they are to act in their own interest.

Here are some changes to be

reckoned with.
1. Marketing route more direct.

The road to market is shorter.

More and

more of our fruits and vegetables are purchased by the person who also retails
them.

A vast, often cumbersome, intermediary network of dealers is being cut

out of the marketing picture.

Because the road to market has been shortened,

the grower can no longer cater to a buyer - he must now cater to a customer.
This is the real difference.

As producers learn that the customer, not the

buyer, must be satisfied, they will find that their former, narrow, special
interest as farmers no longer serves them adequately.

Producers cannot isolate

themselves from the marketing process or fail to accept responsibility for
their product after it leaves the farm.

There is not only a public interest

in what a farmer puts in the market and how he does it, but the trade expects
the producer to be interested in his product even as it is being displayed on
,..,the store shelf.

To the extent that producers fail to service their products

in the marketing channels, and in retail stores, the control of marketing
slips into the hands of those who do.

But, bear this in mind,- th& j;r• will

never do to fruits and vegetables what the producers should do themselves, or
would like to see done.
2. The consumer is supreme.
supreme.

The consumer, though not organized, is still

Fruit and vegetable growers, in their ambition to please buyers,
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~~'-COllSider .and-

deal with the interest of consumers.

The consumer

is in a preferred position, and is, therefore, difficult to bargain with.
Growers cannot tell the consumer what is good for her.

On the other he.nd,

growers, if they will spend a little money and time, can learn what she wants.
She is not the housewife of earlier days - she has (l) more money, (2) less
time for cooking, (3) requires more built in ma.id service, (4) wants ideal
shopping conditions - adequate parking, air conditioned store, proper equipment, courteous service where she can shop in haste.

She wants foods that

can be prepared in 1/3 of the time it took to prepare the same items a few
years back.

But she has some definite, distinct preferences when asked about

individual products.

Large commercial marketers determine what this is.

With but few exceptions, the fruit and vegetable producers do not.

3. The retail structure is changing. Fewer stores and fewer retailing
firms have brought about an increased concentration of marketing power.
Thirty years ago unaffiliated independents had 2/3 of the food business.
Today they still account for about 85% of the stores, but only 15% of the
national retail sales volume.
1 • 21:\0

The other 85% of the sales volume is held by

corporate, voluntary and cooperative chains.

Their procurement and

merchandising practices are generally centralized and more exacting.

The

status and role of intermediary handlers, including auctions, has lessened.
In most markets only a handful of men control the competitive relationship
between retailers and farmers.

4. Farmers rely on trade. Because consumers demand additional services,
which in the ma.in have been supplied by the trade, the farmers' share of the
consumer dollar has decreased.

Although farmers don't like to get a smaller

share of the consumer pie, they have not explored the ways and means of performing those new services which consumers desire, and which could bring .more
of the consumer dollar back to the country.

The trade is doing a better job
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of holding their share of the retail food dollar than t'armers are.

Suppliers

and retailers a.re using brands, with the assistance of advertising and merchandising, to build up consumer preferences for their goods.

:t.t>st growers,

especially vegetable growers, still rely upon retailers to generate the
advertising and merchandising support for their products.

I might say, in

196o this is asking too much.

5. Merchandisers play a bigger role. Today the trade puts the emphasis
on selling, not buying.

Consequently the big decisions among retailers a.re

made by merchandisers, not buyers.

Today, in Florida, we still have buyers

going from deal to deal, and packinghouse to packinghouse, as in the good old
days.

But there are fewer buyers.

Furthermore, those that are left do not

represent the same interests as a few years ago.

Today there is bigger scale

procurement and m:>re exact dealing, generally by people who intend to retail
the product.

But the buyers are not acting independently as in the past.

Someone sitting many miles away is making the fundamental decisions as to
quality, quantity, pack, timing and price.

This someone is not only interested

in fresh oranges, but a whole gauntlet of items - and from all sources.

The

deci15:1.on can readily be made to purchase California oranges instead of Florida
oranges - or to purchase one brand of frozen orange concentrate rather than
another.
These decisions a.re not being made by a buyer - instead they are being
made by the departmental merchandiser.

The merchandiser is not so much

interested in how well the apple grower is doing as in the sales of apples
across the counter and the desires of his customers.
maximizing his company's profits.
profit he watches.

He is interested in

More specifically, it is his department's

He is :zr.ore interested in the welfare of his department

than any particular fruit or vegetable in his department.

In short, he takes

a rather impersonal. but calculating view toward any one product.

The trade
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.iS- -int.erested

in the total flow of goods to the shopper 1 s cart, while fruit

and vegetable growers are interested in the sales velocity for their particular product.

If

growers will recognize this difference, they can better

act in their own interest.

6. Supplies by prescription. The trade is al.so interested in:
(1) Quality, although frequently most of their profits on fruits and vegetables
are made from other than top quality, but each store claims to handle the best;
(2) Assurance of uniform quality; whatever grade they handle they want it
continuously available; (3) Continuous supply; the trade is frequently willing
to enter into long term committments to bring about an assurance of supply
availability; (4) Availability of a bundle of commodities rather than just
one, which frequently effects the choice of supply area; (5) One supplier,
rather than a number of suppliers, provided supplies are available on a continuous basis.
The important thing to remember is that since the departmental merchandiser
is more concerned with the wishes of consumers than producers, he resorts to
getting supplies by prescription.

7. Promotional. assistance expected. The modern day supermarket is a
rather impersonal institution.

All of the 5,400 items in a supermarket do not

get equal promotional support.

In fact, when viewed from a product standpoint,

there is less dynamic floor merchandising performed by retailers today than
years ago.

This, coupled with the fact that new products enter the market

continually so tlBt consumers can select from an ever-increasing number of
items, leaves one to wonder how growers have made out as well as they have.
The day growers can rely on the trade to generate a full head of promotional steam for fruits and vegetables is past.

All big scale retailers are re-

ceiving, and expecting merchandising assistance from suppliers.
producers offer the least merchandising assistance to the trade.

Vegetable
There are

14 fruit groups rendering merchandising assistance to the trade, through a
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merchandising field staff, on a national. or regional basis.

This does not

include the Ohio Apple Institute and The Greenhouse Vegetable Association,
each doing some promotional. work, but not via a merchandising field staff.
Trade liason through field representatives is a must if you hope to market
successfully.

The promotion of fruits and vegete.bles are overshadowed by the

promotional. support to other lines of food.

The large scale assiatence by

non-farm suppliers affects the competitive strength and market power of fresh
fruit and vegetable growers.
The continuous rendering of promotional. services by commodity groups to th£
trade is becoming more of a necessity.

If farmers hope to sell their products

and services in quantity and at a profit they must get into the game.
farmers do not like to accept this fact.

Many

They don't like to be told they

mu.st assume part of the responsibility for moving goods from the shelf to the
customer's shopping cart.

Thirty years ago they could feel indifferent toward

this responsibility, but not today.

Too many other suppliers are doing it

and it has become a simple matter of survival.

The trade expects the supplier to furnish attractive, usalbe point-of'purchase material., to build displ837s, to demonstrate the products in stores
and to offer prizes and premiums to encourage store personnel to put special

effort back of the promoted product.

Some trade factors even expect allowances

of one kind or another, but, as yet, to

"lJJY

knowledge, no agricultural. industry

knowingly has engaged in this practice.
Time prevents me from describing all of the changes taking place in marketing fruits and vegetables, but I hope I have demonstrated to you that there
are some real changes taking place.
We come to this conclusion -

fruit and vegetable producers hold little

marketing power because of their own failures.

They have not kept themselves

adequately informed of changes in the trade, they have not assumed their full

groups who can come nearest to filling the prescription requirements of large
scale retailers, and who follow through to be sure that their products move
into the consumer's shopping cart fast and profitably.

This, among other

things, includes servicing the trade.
How can this be brought about?

Through group action.

Most growers think

of group action in terms of one or other of the following:

(1) Marketing agreements and orders, and
(2) Collective bargaining associations.
My experience as General Manager of each of these types of marketing programs

suggests that each falls short of adequately serving the producers' and trades'
needs in the dynamic sixties.

If agriculture had ma.de ad.equate use of these

marketing instruments in earlier years, perhaps the gap between the present
status of fru.it and vegetable marketing and where it should be would not be so
great.
The usefulness of Federal Marketing Agreements and Orders depends upon the
distance to market, the volume, grade and size of a crop as it relates to market
needs, and the intensity of

competition from other areas, including foreign.

Florida and California producers, for example, could use agreements and

order~

more advantageously than Ohio producers because they control a higher portion
of available supplies
during their marketing season than Ohio farmers, and
.
.

because of the greater distance to market.
farmers,

~hould,

Ohio farmers, as well as other

however, continually gauge the composition and size of their

crop in relation to market requirements and thereby determine the need, if any,
for marketing orders.
The collective bargaining approa'Ch is especially suitable in the processing
field, where raw suppl.ies are bought and sold via contract.

The time gap betwee1

planting and sale of crop, and the general lack of crop use alternatives, have
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brought.about the contract method of procurement.
a~ed

An;y

cont:ract must be negoti-

and therefore there is a need for collective b~gaining strength.
But, for the time being, I believe it would be impractical

· to organize

collective bargaining associations for the fresh market sales of fruits and
vegetables.

This could change however.

If the food retail trade resorts

to pre-buy supplies via contract or, if, through vertical integration, they
extend their supply tentacles deep into the country operation, then there
would be a need for collective bargaining associations for fresh sales.
Another alternative, less frequently mentioned by growers, is:
The Commission approach:
Florida Citrus Commission.

One is the type of program carried on by the

During the year ending June 30, 1960, the Commis-

sion spent $6.6 million of the Florida Citrus industry's moneyto advertise,
merchandise and regulate Florida citrus products.

About 64% of this amount,

or over $4 million, was spent to bolster demand through consumer and professional advertising - that is, medical and health advertising.

Merchandising,

which is used to assist the trade to keep supplies moving toward consumers,
took another 21% of the budget.

Publicity and public retalions took another

4%; research, both product development and marketing, took 6%.
The Florida Citrus Commission merchandising staff consists of 56 men,
located in the principal markets of the United States, Canada and Europe.
Each man has a broad area to cover, but concentrates his efforts in larger
markets.

They provide the trade point-of-purchase display material, display-

ing service, in-store demonstrations, and prizes and premiums to encourage
in-store displaying and sales effort.

These men are our liaison with the

trade, funneling back information as to movement, competition, and price.

A

recent survey I made suggests that the merchandising program motivated a lot
of tie-in advertising and merchandising effort by the
boosted the sales of Florida citrus products.

~rade,

and, of course,

You must bear in mind that
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Florida alone, will produce nearly 185,000,000 buahels of citrus this year.
This is equal to the combined national apple and peach crop 8.Dd we a.re most
optimistic about our market prospects.
Organization required:

None of the types of organizations I have named

will separately adequately serve agriculture and the markets in the future.
Any produce marketing association, to be successful, must be prepared to per-

form a variety of functions, and do each job well.
grated.

It must be highly inte-

Emphasis must be put on both supply procurement and product selling.

ContrOls must be exercised over harvesting (to get quality and maturity),
assembling, grading, sizing, packing, selling, trade servicing, consumer
demand, and research (both product and marketing).

The job that must be done

requires a type of organization that cannot be run by ordinary hired hands.
Farm Marketing groups in the future will need the very best type of manager,
salesmen, merchandisers and researchers.

They will not come cheap, nor will

the jobs be accomplished without some individual sacrifices.
Farm marketing in the 6o 1 s is not simple.

But for the producers who

grasp the vision of the future, who will build and operate to meet the
challenge

of~

business, there can be real rewards.

One of the greatest

of these rewards will be the privilege of doing business as free men in a
free econollzy'.
A pricing system that rewards good marketing practices and discounts
the bad, is needed if we a.re to maintain a stable agriculture.

So even with

proper organization, I rtsual that there 111ll still be good years and bad
years.

But more years will be good, less bad.

Furthermore, the cause of

the bad yea.rs will be more thoroughly understood.
My

last thought is this - do not fear the trade if you set out to do a

real job of overhauling your fruit and vegetable marketing program.
from my conversation with them, they will welcome it.

Frankly,

They want responsible

farm groups to turn to for supplies and promotional assistance.

In the long

run, by working with them in a manner that the present marketing situation
suggests, you will not only help them but will also help yourselves.

THE OHIO AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Sam c. Cashman
Ohio Farm Bureau Federation
Farmers are far behind labor and industry in being able to bargain
effectively with buyers.

This imbalance of market power is growing.

The

upsurge of interest in bargai:ning on the part of farmers is recognition of
this fact and an indication that somehow farmers need to ban together more
closely than ever before to reverse the trend and begin to develop s·means
whereby they can exercise some influence in finding the right price and
achieving satisfactory marketing conditions for the sale of their products.
We believe that there is opportunity for expansion and use of the
bargaining tool in helping farmers achieve some balance of power.

Further-

more, we believe that through this effort more producers will become market
oriented and as a result be in a better position to know what the consumer
wants, and thus reduce the problem that occurs when the product is produced
before the wants and needs of consumers are ascertained.
The Ohio Farm Bureau is being geared to meet this need.

This organization

has created and helped developed other marketing tools that have been effective
in helping improve farm income.
and service cooperatives.

These tools include the supply, purchasing,

We look upon development of cooperative bargaining

associations as another way of helping to improve the economic position of
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of farmers.

It was for this reason that the Ohio Agricultural Marketing

Association was established.

This is a cooperative association organized

under the cooperative laws of Ohio, in November of this year.
affiliate of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation.

It is an

Its purpose is to provide

a vehicle through which farmers may expand and strengthen their bargaining
power.

Membership in this organization is open to any cooperatively oriented

organization engaged in the marketing of farm products.

Cannery Growers',

Inc. of Maumee, Ohio, is the first organization to join O.A.M.A.

Several

other organizations have indicated an interest.
The state organization will be a member of the American Agricultural
Marketing Association and thus provide the link necessary for bargaining
with firms that operate on a regional or national level.
The Ohio Agricultural Marketing Association is geared to do the following:
1.

To help existing organizations expand and strengthen their bargaining
power.

2.

To help organize new bargaining associations where growers indicate
an interest.

3. To provide other commodity organizations with certain services to
avoid duplication of effort and increased costs to farmers.

These

services might include up-to-date market information, certain kinds
of market research, assistance in bargaining efforts, cooperation
on problems in the area of public affairs, information, education,
and govermp.ent.

4. Help achieve some unity in the field of agriculture.

A majority

of the farmers who belong to marketing groups and associations
are also members of Farm Bureau.

The O.A.M.A. provides an opportunity
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for coordination of efforts that farmers in Ohio and throughout
the nation have demanded for years.
Furthermore, it provides an opportunity to coordinate the efforts
of existing bargaining associations in an informal. way.

For

example, there are half a dozen different tomato bargaining associations throughout the United States.

For the first time these

organizations will have a vehicle through which they can share and
coordinate information that will be invaluable to them as they
bargain for terms of contract in their respective areas of the
country.

We recognize the limitations and the problems associated

with the use of the bargaining tool.

However, we do believe that

is has a great deal to offer farmers, particularly in the area of
market information.

Understanding of bow the market functions, as

well as to the importance of being informed as to consumer demand
and the needs of the market, are essential at the bargaining table.
We believe that it can do a great deal to help farmers become market
oriented, and as a result, help improve thier incomes.

Furthermore, we believe

that unless existing organizations provide the opportunity for farmers to
achieve greater bargaining power that ftarmers will pay a price to have new
organizations or groups outside of agriculture help them do the job.

We

look upon this as a challenge knowing that there are many barriers to success.
Thank you.
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MABKETING AGREEMENTS AND MARKM'ING ORDERS
Paul A. Nicholson
Chief, Fruit Branch, AMS - USDA
It is a pleasure to have this opportunity to meet with you and to talk
about marketing agreement and order programs.

I will tell you briefly what

they are, what they can do, and what they can't do.
Marketing orders are issued under enabling legislation passed by Congress.

They are issued only after a rather long procedure.

This procedure

includes (1) submission of a proposed program by the industry concerned,
(2) a public hearing on the proposal., at which all interested persons testify,
(3) the issuance of a recommended decision by the Department, with an opportuD1t7 · given for interested persons to take exception to the decision, and

(4) a vote by growers on the order.

The order is issued only if two-thirds

or more of the growers voting favor it.
There is some confusion over the terms "marketing orders" and "marketing
agreements."

Marketing agreements a.re contracts between the parties signing

them and the Government, and they are binding only on those who sign them.
Marketing orders, however, apply equally to everyone in the industry.

It is

quite common for the term "marketing agreement program" to be used when both
the marketing agreement and marketing order are meant, or even when the
reference is to the marketing order only.
Marketing orders are widely used.

Many of them are rather complex.

There are 42 individual. fruit and vegetable Federal marketing orders in effect
at this time a.nd no two are exactly alike.

There al.so are 8o Federal milk

marketing orders now in effect which make a total of 122 Federal. marketing
orders.
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The objective of marketing orders is to aid the producer in obtaining
more money for his crop.

It is the policy of a Federal program to establish

and maintain such orderly marketing conditions for the regulated commodity

that producers will receive prices approaching the parity price for that
commodity.
Industry members must decide whether they want a marketing agreement
and order program.

The best way for an industry to decide this is for that

industry to examine its problems and to determine whether or not some of
its problems can be solved by such a program.

A successful order must be

written to fit industry conditions and to solve some of the industry problems.
Also, it must be supported by a substantial majority of the growers and
shippers.
The buyers you deal with today are fewer and bigger than they used to
be.

They want large quantities of specified grades and qualities in standard-

ized packs and containers.

Too many of you find yourselves at a disadvantage

in dealing with these larger buyers since you cannot match them in size or
organization.

I believe more of you are coming to recognize that success

depends on working together and that you must take advantage of the help
organization can give you.
Marketing orders are tools which industries can use to organize to help
themselves.

These programs operate with a minimum of Government supervision,

and industries pay for them through assessments.

Under marketing orders,

you can do things jointly you couldn't otherwise do.
try to solve its own marketing problems.

An

industry can thus

You can meet together, discuss

marketing difficulties, and attempt to solve them by use of the regulations
in the program.

Many

industries have been drawn closer together by these
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meetings and discussions.

Industry members have become more aware of each

other's probelms and have been willing to work together to solve them.

A

program, too, gives an industry an opportunity to build up guides in the form
of statistics which can be used to advantage in making marketing decisions.
There are several things marketing orders can't do.
production.
and demand.

They can't fix prices.

They can't change the law of supply

They can't make poor quality better.

size of an undersized fruit.

They can't control

They can't increase the

They don't just apply to the other fellow.

Marketing order programs a.re not cure-alls.
as some believe, nor all bad as others swear.

They a.re neither all good

It is important to iremeinber

that you will get out of a marketing order about what you put into it.

There

must be some give and take between industry members to make orders successful.
But the awards for hard work and persistent efforts under the programs certainly can be worthwhile.
What can orders do? 1.
is regulate quality.

One of the most important things they can do

This is usually accomplished by specifying the grade,

size, quality, or maturity of the product which may be shipped to market.
This is the predominant type of regulation for fresh fruits and vege'bables.
We think this is one of the soundest types.

It usually is easy to apply,

and, if some of the commodity is to be eliminated from the regular market,

it ought to be that part of the product least desirable from the consumer
standpoint.

Such regulation can be used, too, to help make available to

large buyers the standardized quality fruit they usuall.y demand.
2.

Regulation of quantity.

This method of regulation involves the establish-

ment of the quantity of the product which may be shipped to market during a
specified period.

The total quantity is allocated among aJ.1 hand1ers, usually
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on the basis of the supply each handler bas available for shipment.
is a more complex type of order.

This

It is much more difficult to administer.

It requires a great deal more understanding of the· program and a willingness
on the part of the industry to make it work.

3. surplus pools. These are the most complex types of orders. They are
another form of quantity control.

These programs have been used for dried

fruits and tree nuts--the least perishable items.

They provide for the

determination of the existence and extent of a surplus of the particular
commodity and. for the control and disposition of the surplus.
Once the extent of the surplus has been determined and surplus and
salable percentages set, handlers are made responsible for setting aside the
required percentage of commodity in the surplus pool.

That part of the

supply deemed surplus is isolated from the primary market.

Under some of

the programs, all of the commodity that is substandard is automatically
placed in the surplus pool even though this may result in greater surplus
contribution for some growers and handlers.

After disposition of the surplus

in other than primary market channels, receipts are divided pro rata among
equity hol1ders of the ppol.

4.

Containers.

A regulation may be undertaken to fix the size, capacity,

weight, dimensions, or pack of containers.

Some industries use such re-

gulation to standardize containers so that buyers and sellers can trade
with confidence.

5. Research projects. Provisions

may

be made to undertake marketing

research and development projects for the purpose of improving the marketing,
distribution, and consumption of the commodities covered.

This may include

marketing research projects and those aimed at disseminating educational
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information for the purpose of increasing consumption of the commodities
involved.

It does not

autho~ize

advertising or sales promotion programs.

These are the most common of the many provisions which may be included
in a Federal program.

roost of the Federal fruit and vegetable programs re-

gulate quality, and this is one of the soundest types of regulation.

Some

of our orders regulate volume, some regulate containers, and several research
projects are being carried out under Federal programs.

Consumer advertising

may not be conducted under Federal orders.

Federal. orders for fruits and vegetables are administered by a committee

ot growers or both growers and shippers.

Such committees are nominated by

the industries concerned, and they are appointed by the USDA.

The committee

employs a manager and staff to carry out the necessary day-to-day work.
One of the most important functions of the committee is to recommend
regulations.

Most orders are enabling ones, and nothing happens under them

until regulations are issued.

Let me give you an example.

Shipments of

Florida oranges, as you know, are regulated by a Federal Marketing Order.
This order is operated locally by a committee of growers and a committee of
shippers.

Among the duties of such committees is the collection of economic

data and other information affecting the marketing of the commodity to belp
them in making recommendations and other marketing decisions.

These data and

information form the basis of a marketing policy which committees are required
to develop and submit each season under our marketing orders.
These Florida citrus committees meet and review carefully the supply and
demand factors for Florida oranges.

As

a result of this review, they may

recommend that only U.S. No. 1 oranges of size 250 and larger be shipped.
This regulation, upon approval by the Department of Agriculture, will be issued.
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lt then has the full force and effect of law.

This means that anyone

shipping a U.S. No. 2 orange during the specified effective period may be
lla:f.led into the Federal. courts and fined as prescribed by law.

In actual.

practice, ury few violations of marketing orders occur, because they
usually are widely supported by the industries they regulate.

Also, the

committees making the recommendations for regulations are composed of men
I

who have extensive interests in the industry, and they usually stick to
practical recommendations.
How are orders financed?

Many

cent per box or bushel to operate.
penses and staff salaries.
under some programs.

of the Federal orders cost less than a
Funds are needed to pay committee ex-

In addition, some funds are spent on research

Such reaearch is usually aimed at something that will

aid the committee in doing a better job.

A very common research project is

one aimed at supplementing or refining crop estimate&.

'!be costs of local

industry administration of Federal orders are paid for by assessments on
industry shippers.
In summary, the objective of marketing agreements and orders then is to

obtain mre money for growers.

They are widely used.

SUch programs. are

self-help tools and permit industries to work together to try to solve their
own problems.

Industry organization through programs such as these can be

an answer to the demands of large buyers for uniform grading and packing in
standardized containers.

Marketing agreement and order administration is

largely carried out by the local people with a minimum of governmental supervision.

Local administration is paid for by industry assessments.

If you have a marketing problem you should examine it to see whether or

not a marketing order would help you solve it.
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THE NEW YORK STATE MARKETING ORDER
FOR APPLES AND CHERRIES
Fred P. Corey
Western New York Apple Growers Assn.
For

my

part, I have been asked to report briefly on our New York State

apple and cherry marketing orders.

Are they practical for New York State?

With some transposition of application in mind, perhaps some help may be
given toward answering the question for Ohio fruit and vegetable growers.
To answer the question first, and then to try to support my answer
period.

Yes, I firmly believe that state marketing orders, if wisely set

up; administered with mutual concern and interest for their success on the
part of both industry and govermnent; and with proper recognition of their
potentials and their limitations are very practical for New York apple and
cherry growers and can be for these and other conunodities in Ohio.
While I can speak, with a limited degree of experience, from the standpoint of state marketing orders, only, and these for what some have considered a rather unorthodox use of marketing orders, I feel just as strongly
that, both state and federal marketing orders can be and have demonstrated
that they are, as successfully functional in other authorized capacities,
provided the purposes or objecti. ves are practical ones which can be attained or helped by marketing orders.
Now, you may say, that I•ve got so many 11 ifs 11 ,"ands" and 11 buts 11 in my
answer that I haven't said anything.
First, let's review briefly our New York State marketing orders, and
from there I'd like to get into an explanation of sane of the provisos in
my answer,
In New Yoris: we have a state marketing order enabling law which we obtained in 1958.

It is based pretty much on the California enabling legisla-
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tion.

It is quite broad, covering a number of regulatory functions, and

applicable to a number of canmodities.

It is broad, not by spelling out a

long list of authorized specifics, but by providing inclusive coverage of
sane basic and broad objectives.

Thus it provides for, among other things,

promotional programs, research programs, informational programs, and/or canbinations of most any of these functions.
We have authority to attempt almost any practical function, by way of
marketing order, which we may, at one time or another, have tried, or dreamed of trying, through voluntary organizational effort. And ours is not unusual marketing order enabling legislation.
We have two marketing orders only in New York (other than milk orders)
- our tart cherry order and our apple order.

Each provides only for the

collection of funds and contracting of and cmduct of promotional, research
and informational programs.

This is why I indicated a manent ago that they

are somewhat unorthodox. Most of us, nonnally, think of marketing orders
as serving one or more of various regulatory functions.
It has been said that our orders are not really marketing orders, in
the sense that they do not perform any of the normally associated functions
of market orders. But they do provide the function for which they were intended, and it

!!

a regulatory function.

Ask the folks who pay their assess-

mentsl
We found, in spite of the best efforts of our voluntary associations,
that we just couldn't hold our own and progress in financing our pranotional and informational and research efforts on a voluntary basis. We needed
full grower support; we needed predictable and budgetable incane; and we
needed sufficient funds to make more impact in the work which we were doing.
And so, for these programs alone, I feel that our marketing orders are per-

- .._

...._,
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f orming-.:th.a_beginnings of a real service in their industries in New York
State, and can be of similar help in Ohio and elsewhere.

If you accept

the value of the purposes of the programs - i.e., promotion, research, informational services, etc., and are in need of something more effective than
can be derived through voluntary effort only.
I qualified my answer earlier with an if.

If marketing orders are wise-

ly set up, administered with mutual concern of the industry and government
for their success and with proper recognition of their potentials and limitations, they can be most helpful.
We feel that these qualifications have been and are being met in New
York.

The burden of responsibility for the programs of both our marketing

orders is with our industry - through its own grower organizations, by contract with the Commissioner of Agriculture.

The Commissioner (and his ad-

ministrator) have advisory boards which are nominated by the industries,
and 'Which advise with them on policy affecting the administration of the
orders.
The administrators of the orders are administering and enforcing the
orders firmly but with every effort to practical, minimum, simple industry
oriented rules and regulations and close cooperation via the advisory boards.
We feel that the purposes of our orders are practical and sound a"ld valuable to our apple and cherry industries.
We are simply doing, with the use of marketing orders, that which we,
as an industry, reason to be some of the necessary functions of a progressive fruit industry.
We have minimmn government and maximum industry operation; we believe
we have sound objectives; we believe we have mutual concern on the part of
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both government and industry for the success of the orders, and we feel they
have been encouragingly successful to date, both in administration and operation and in the success of the programs for 1vhich they provide.
The maintenance of all these relationships requires careful and persistent administration and operation, and the same desire for continued success
as motivated the establishment of the orders in the first place.
What is true of these relativel;)r simple marketing orders, relatively
non-controversial marketing orders, is equally applicable, I believe, to
all sound marketing orders, state or federal.
The Commissioner of Agriculture in

~ew

York does, as he must by law and

constitution, by virtue of using the authority and power of the state to legally constitute and enforce marketing order, administer our marketing orders.
This is a basic requirement - a matter of fact - for all marketing orders state or federal - and this, of course, is their strength, their motivating
power, their reason for existance, and use - the heart of their value and
their "teeth".
This authority and responsibility on the part of the Commissioner of
Agriculture, to administer cannot be delegated or turned over to anyone else.
Our New York law also provides, however, for mandatory advisory boards,

appointed by the Commissioner, but from elected nominees from the industry
or commodity for the marketing order involved.

Numbers, terms of office,

areas of representation, etc. are provided for in the marketing orders.
The advisory boards are only advisory, but the processes of our democractic system of government provide authority enough, and, as l indicated
earlier, the necessary mutual concern of bo·ch government and industry for
the sound and successful operation of marketing orders (or any successful
industry-government relationship program) practically guarantees the use of

--~--
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the advisory board. We have had both a democrat and a republican administration since we initiated marketing orders in Naw York.

Both Commissioners

have insisted that there must be advisory boards and that they must bear the
responsibility for the practical operation of the marketing orders.
Both our cherry and apple marketing orders provide that the programs
of these orders may be contracted to whomever the Commissioner and the
advisory boexd deem will most effectively conduct the programs provided

for, including our Western New York Apple Growers Association and cur New
York and New England Apple Institute, in the case of our apple order; and
our New York Cherry Growers Association, in the case of our cherry order.
This is what is being done, and, except for contracts and financial
accounting procedures which I' 11 not get into unless there are questions,
the operation of our apple and cherry programs are continuing just as they
did on a voluntary basis except for two notable exceptions (two major reasons
for the orders).

1) Equitable and full grower support of the programs under

law - (but grower self-imposed, in the first place, by virtue of petition
for the order, hearings and a 2/3 favorable vote,) and 2)
more funds with which to conduct the programs.

Relatively far

Predictable funds, budget-

able funds, equitably derived funds.
There are more details and mechanics of operation, of course, than I've
briefed but this is essentially it.

The operation of the program, of our

marketing order is the challenge and responsibility of our growing organization through their board of directors and management.

Even to recommend-

ations and guidance to the advisory boards on policy.
Now, you•ve doubtless noted, and I can point out, weakness in our marketing order set up.

Two major ones, you'll cite:

1)

The advisory board

has no legally delegated authority or power, and 2) The Commissioner does
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not have to contract the programs with

~

grower associations or

any grower

association.
These are true points but whether they are weaknesses or strength, depends on how you look at them.

I look at them as strength.

This is why I cited the proviso in my original answer that there be mutual concern on the part of both partners in marketing order operation - for
the success of the orders.

The

~

is on the industry. We nominate the ad-

visory beards, for policy administration and recommend to them our fiscal
and operational policy. We have the responsibility and conduct of the progr~ms

of the ordersQ

visory

boa~ds.

It behooves us to nominate sound leadership to the ad-

It behooves us to conduct the programs as soundly and effec-

tively and purposely as we know how.

To do this, we need sound and strong

ind:.rntry-minded and cooperat.ive minded grower organizations.

I•ve often

said that, at least for orders similar to the two we have, I sincerely hope
that another requirement for obtaining marketing orders shall be that before
an order can be authorized, there must be a sound industry organization to
bear the practical burden of its operation.
Thus, it all comes back to this: Marketing orders are tools and

~·~

tools, with "teeth" in th·em which we choose ourselves to more effectively
do certain things to enhance the welfare of our industry, than can be done
without marketing orders. They can be no better than industry will make them.
They will get out of hand - out of proper operation - out of control,
only as we let them, and this is true really, of any marketing tool we have
- voluntary or otherwise. And, of course, in the final analysis, too we
choose them, we vote them, to all intents and purposes, we operate ther.1, and
we can vote them out again if we fail in all else, or, essentially, if we
fail in doing our proper job for our own programs.
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I think, really, our fear of marketing orders, where we have fears, is
self-doubt and self-condemnation. We are probably looking for built-in protection against ourselves. Marketing orders are a partnership proposition.
They are the mechanics for industry to do more effective marketing for itself.

Government provides the legal administrative responsibility; but in-

dustry must provide the practical operation and financing and the success
or failure of the programs authorized under the orders.
To me, marketing orders are an opportunity.
government controls.

Certainly they are not

They are almost the ideal opportunity for Department

of Agriculture and industry teamwork relationship in behalf of agriculture.
Provided, both parties appreciate this, and work mutually for objectives
which have been soundly chosen, and keep abnormal politics out of them.
I•dlike to summarize with a check list of some questions which I feel
we must ask ourselves, when considering a marketing order for a fruit or vegetable connnodity, and than to list some general assumptions which I think
we need to recognize and be convinced of, too, if we are to be successful
with marketing orders:
First, the questions 1. What is our objective? What do we want to accomplish with a
marketing order?
2. Is is legal, ethical, feasible and practical to accomplish it
with a marketing order?

Is it in the public interest?

Does it

lend itself to definition and limitations and boundaries which
can be spelled out by a marketing order?

J. Can it be administered?

4.

Is there sufficient industry awareness of the need for and objective of the order?

Is this objective desired by a majority
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of the real commercial core of the industry?

5.

Is industry willing and prepared and equipped to assume the burden of the practical operation of the order?

There are others - and each of these is contingent, really, one on
another.
Now some general assumptions and principles I think we should also recognize:
1. Marketing orders are a legal "tool" with which to accomplish,

or help accomplish, certain marketing functions and objectives.
2. Marketing orders can be no more successful than the soundness
of their objectives; than their acceptance and support, and leadership, and the desire for accomplishment and the good administration of than will provide.

J. Marketing orders are industry-government teamwork 11 tofil 11 with
minimum government and maximum industry responsibility for success.
They are self-help "tools".

They are a means to avoiding the

very so-called "government control" which most of us are concerned that we avoid (and which, unfortunately, many of us assume
that marketing orders are).

4.

Marketing orders do not perform miracles.

They are not magic.

They have limitations, applications, adaptabilities, and nonadaptabilities, as does any other marketing tool - be it a cooperative, corporation, law, regulation or what have you.

5.

Few marketing structures, or programs, or functions, will provide profit (or success measured in some other term) by great
strides.

For the most part, progress will be measured in slow,

small, but persistent and consistent inches and feed. Market-
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ing ·orders are no exception.

Our problem with marketing orders

as well as other marketing structural machinery dependent upon
majority grower adaption by vote. We almost have to "over-sell"
the idea in order to get it - and then some skeptics and non ..
realists are disappointed if it doesn't perform miracles.

6. Marketing is not an "either/or" proposition. Successful marketing is the successful interrelationship of a number of marketing programs and structures and functions. Marketing orders
provide the means to being and aiding

~

of these.

I've talked too long - I 1 ve not gotten into the programs of our New
York marketing orders, but if there are questions later on, and if I've not
penalized myself out of time for discussing them, I'll be glad to try to
answer them.
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TEE SAIE OF HIGH FAT FLUID MILK PRODUCTS IN FIVE
MAJOR OHIO MILK MARKETS

K·) W. Kepne:::o
Introduction
It is well recognized that significant changes have occurred during the

last decade in the sales of high fat fluid milk products. More information
is needed on the extent to which these sal.es changes have occurred in various
Ohio Markets. For this reason the first phase of this stuey concerned itself
with determining and ana1.yzing the trend in the marketing of high fat milk,
cream mixtures, single cream, doub1e cream, and sour cream with respect to
product sales volume, sales volume in re1ation to producer receipts, and sales
volume in relation to fluid milk utilization.
The success of any product in to&cy"'s market is
the att1tude of the product's manufacturer.

parti~

dependent on

Handlers' opinions toward high

fat fluid milk products is therefore an important factor in determintilg the
fUture for these products. Consequently, the second phase of this stuey
dealt with the determination of handlers' attitudes toward high fat fluid
milk products from the standpoint of product saJ.es potential., reasons for
hanclling products, product profitability, and possible alternative actions.
The Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, n:cyton-Springfield, and Tol.edo
markets were selected for this study. These markets represented the largest
milk markets in Ohio on Which comparable saJ.es data tor a ten year period
coul.d be obtained. Sales de.ta were collected from the Federal Milk Market
Administrators.

Information on hancllers' attitudes toward

high

fat fluid

milk products was obtained by interviewing six dairy pl.ants in each market.

These pl.ants consisted of the three largest and three randomly se1ected
hancllers per market.
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Product Sales Data:
------

Four of the markets have experienced a.n increase in the iiounds of cream

sold since 1948, the exception being the Toledo market (Exhibit I). All markets, except neyton..Springfield1 have had a downward trend in the pounds of
milkfat utilized in cream.

This increase in the product pounds of cream sold

with a corresiionding decrease in the milkfat utilized was the result of an
increase in the relative importance of the lower milkfat cream products,
(Exhibit II).
Individua.l cream products haYe not necessarily followed the sales pattern experienced by total cream sales.

Cream mixtures have general.l.y experi-

enced sales increases over their 1948 level.

On a percentage basis these

increases ranged from 522 percent in the Dayton-Springfield market to 2,473·
percent in the Cincinnati market (Exhibit III).

The Toledo market was the

only one studied where cream mixture sales have decreased.

This decrease can

largely be explained by the length o.f time that the :product has been in the
market.

In 1948 cream mixtures was an established product in Toledo while

in the other markets the product was relatively new and unestablished. The
trend in the Toledo market gives an indication of what might happe:il• in the
other Ohio msrkets.

Every market has had significant increases in sour cream se.les since

1948, (Exhibit III). These increases ranged from approximately 100 percent
in the Cleveland market to over 700 percent in the

~on-Springfield

market.

These sales increases have been especiaJ.ly apparent since 1956.
Large sa.les declines have been experienced by single cream since 1948,
(Exhibit III).

These decreases ranged from 37 percent in the Cleveland mar-

ket to 63 percent in the Toledo market. The three other markets also had
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sales declines which apprdxima.ted 6o percent.

If single cream sales continue

to decrease at the same rate, this product will be non-existent in the Cin-

cinnati, Columbus,, ])ey'ton-Springfield,, and Toledo markets by 1966.
Double cream sales have decreased in each market,, (Exhibit III), except
Toledo where an increase of 63 percent was real.ized.

The CJ.eveland market

had a 6J. percent decrease in double cream sales while the other three markets
experienced small percentage decreases.
Market-wide data on the sales of high fat milk were not easily obtainable
from the Market Administrators, but sales data on speciaJ. milk were obtained
for the Cleveland and Columbus markets.

Special milk consists primarily of

high fat milk,, but it may also include milk testing under 4 percent providing
the milk has some special characteristic. Since 1948 both markets experienced
significant decreases in the product and milkfat pounds utilized in special
milk, (Exhibit IV).

These sales decreases ranged from 37 percent in the Col·

umbus market to 55 percent in the Cleveland market.
cream Sales !!:, Relation to Producer Receipts

~

Fluid

~

utilization:

In order to more fully determine the significance of changes in· total
cream sales, these sales were compared with other segments of the dairy industry. '!'he comparison was made by expressing the cream product and milkfat
pounds sold as a percentage of the producer receipts and fluid milk utiliza..
tion, (Exhibits V and VI).
Cream sales in
but

by

19~8

accounted for 2.94 percent of the producer receipts

1958 this relationship was reduced to 1.82 percent. Similarly, the

amount of milkfat utilized in cream was 13 .88 percent of the producer milkfat
receipts, and

by

1958 this value had declined to 7.54 percent. Each individual

market experienced the same downward trend.

It is readi.ly apparent that since
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1948 cream sales have decreased

in importance as a source for utUizing

producer receipts.
On the basis of the foregoing relationship and assuming no change in
the class prices of milk, a significant point can be made.

Producers in these

markets would have received a lower per hundred.weight return if other Class I
dairy product sales did not increase in relation to producer receipts at the
same rate that cream sales have decreased. This is true because a larger
portion of pt"Oducer receipts would necessarily have been utilized in lower
pt"iced milk classes, Class II and/or III. While the decrease in cream product pounds sold might easily be absorbed by increases in the sales of other
Class I dairy products, it would require an extremely large increase in these
sales to absorb the decrease in milkfa.t sold in Class I.

This is because of

the high milkfat content of cream products compared to the milkfat content
of other Class I dairy products.
Cream sales as a. percentage of fluid milk utilization have also decreased
significantly since

1948.

For the five markets combined the

1948

cream sales

were 3.92 and 17 ,47 percent of the fluid milk product pounds and milk:f'at
pounds sold1 respectively.

:a,v- 1958 these values had declined to 2.46 and

10.37 percent. Ea.ch individual market experienced the same downward trend
although to varying degrees.
Handlers' Attitudes Toward High
Product Sa.lea Potential:

~Fluid~

Products:

Handlers' attitudes toward the sales potential

of high fat fluid milk products were determined by having the handlers rank
in order the products they believed to have the largest potential for increased
sales through advertising and sales promotional programs. Sour cream and
cream mixtures were the two products ranked as having the largest potential.
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These products were followed in order by single cream, double cream and high
fat milk.

This order of ranking follows closely the sales trends of these

products since 1948.
Handlers'

o~d.nions

toward the sales potential of high fat milk were

classified by handlers that do and do not carry the product.

Handlers that

did not carry high fat milk rated this product 4.8 with a rating of five
being the lowest possible.

This is compared to a rating of 3.6 given to

high fat milk by handlers that carry the product.

Thus 1 handlers that car-

ried high fat milk believed the product had more sales potential than hand·
lers in the same markets who did not carry the product.
Significant changes in the number of processors handling high fat milk
have been made since 1945.

Nearly one-third of the handlers interviewed had

dropped high fat milk since 1945.

Twenty percent of the handlers have changed

their product line, either by reducing the fat content of high fat milk, by
changing the product's name, or by a combination of the twQ.

One-third of

the respondents have not changed their high fa.t milk product since 1945, however, one-third of these revealed that they were presently considering dropping their high fat milk.
Handlers' reasonsibr these attitudes on the sales potential of high fat
fluid milk products were ascertained.
these products have experienced their

These reasons also help explain why
respe~tive

sales trends since 1948.

Diet consciousness was the main factor named as being responsible for limited
high fat milk and single cream sales.

Diet consciousness has shifted many

consumers from single cream to cream mixtures.

Price was not mentioned as

being a deterrent to the sales of high fat milk and single cream.

The large

sales potential for sour cream was mainly attributed to increased consumer

l2l

knowledge of the product's uses.

The use of flavored Eour cream as a party

dip has also enhanced the sales potential of this product.

Diet consciousness

was named as one factor responsible for limited double cream sales, but the
increased use and acceptance of aerated cream, due to the convenience of preparation, was listed as the main factor causing this trend.
Reasons !2!:, Handling Products:

Another indication of handlers' attitudes

toward high fat fluid milk products was determined by investigating the reasons why these products were in the com.pa.ny line.
were suggested:

Three possible reasons

(1) provides a desired customer service, (2) profitable to

the company, and (3) competitively necessary.
Providing a desired customer service was the main reason for handling
these products with profitability and competitive necessity being mentioned
less frequently.

Profitability as a reason was relatively unimportant for

sing.le and double cream.

Competitive necessity and profitability were es-

tremely unimportant as reasons for hand1ing high fat milk.
Product Profitability: Attitudes of handlers with respect to product
profitability were determined by having handlers rate each product as a. money
ma.king, a breakeven, or a money losing product.

Handlers generally agreed

that cream mixtures and sour cream were profitable items.

However, approxi•

ma.tely one-third of the respondents considered single cream and two-thirds
considered double cream and high fat milk to be either breakeven or money
losing l)l'oducts.
Differences between the attitudes of the largest hand1ers and the random selected handlers were noted.

ibe larger ha.ndl.ers gnera.lly rated the

profitability of these products higher except for high £at milk.
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The res.sons given for low profitability stem fr\)m three main factors:

(1) low volume, (2) large percentage returns, and (3) the numerous items
hand.led.

The lack of adequate volume was considered the most :important rea-

son because low volume increases al.l production and distribution costs per
unit.

Large returns present problems because fat losses are experienced in

dumping products, extra hand.ling and record keeping are involved, and the
container is lost if paper cartons are used.

Double cream was mentioned as

the most persistant offender with many handlers indicating that at least 50
percent of their double cream was returned.

The use of many container types

and sizes increases the plant down and changeover time, increases storage
requirements, and increases the container and finished product inventory
requirements.
To compensate for the higher costs associated with high fat fluid milk
products, handlers generally obtain a large percentage mark-up over raw product cost.

However, from the preceding discussion it is evident that in many

instances these higher margins were not considered adequate.

On the premise

that it is desirable to have these items carry their own weight profit wise,
various alternatiws available to handlers when a high fat fluid product is
not profitable were suggested for their comment.
Possible Alternative Action:

The alternatives suggested were (1) increas·

ing the price to the consumer, (2) dropping the unprofitable item, (3) continuing to sell the product at a loss, and (4) having a competitor process the
product for the handler's distribution.

The last alternative may be termed

cooperative bottling.
Handlers indicated that from their standpoint the most desirable alternative would be to increase the price.

However, they were quick to indicate
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their belief that any price increase must be market-wide due to possible competitive consequences. Attitudes toward the desirability and feasibility of
discontinuing unprofitable items followed closely the attitudes expressed regarding possible price increases.

Handlers generally believed that these

products could not be dropped unless it was on a market-wide basis dne to
competitive disadvantages.
Handlers admitted that carrying these products at a loss was undesirable,
but little, if anything, could be done to remedy the problem because competition
forced them into the situation.

Consequently, this alternative was often

followed.
Little interest, except in the Columbus market, was shown toward cooperative bottling as a possible remedy for the unprofitable status of these
products. The interest shown was with particular reference to two low volume
products, single and double cream.

There was no agreement as to the economic

feasibility of a cooperative bottling arrangement.

rt offers possible cost

savings by increasing the volume that is processed and packaged at one location, but, these savings must offset the increased costs incurred, as addi•
tional. transportation costs.
Conclusions:
On the basis of the findings in this study the following conclusions
and suggestions are made.
1.

No significant change in the sales pattern of high fat f'l.uid milk
products is anticipated.

The future of cream mixture sales has

one question mark, the sales pattern that has presisted in Toledo.
The rate of decrease in the sales of high fat milk, single cream,
and double cream can be expected to decline because consumers have
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al.ready

had the opportunity to switch awa::r from these products.

Significant changes in the sales patte.rn of these products, therefore, now depend on the practices and policies of handlers.
2.

The possibility of a price increase for these products should not
be overlooked, even when the increase is not market-wide. Handlers'
tears of competitive consequences if their products are priced
above competitors' products are thought to be largely unjustified.
This is true because consumers are largely unaware of the price
paid for milk products, and also, because the price competition on
by-products is not as keen as it is on 3.5 percent homogenized milk.

3.

The possibility of dropping unprofitable items should not be overlooked.

Three prerequisites are suggested which should apply to

a product before the handler discontinues it:

(l) the product

should be unprofitable due to low volume, (2) the product's profitability status should not be likely to improve in the future,
and (3) substitute products should be available.

Under present

marketing conditions these prerequisites a.re most applicable to
high fat milk, single cream,, and double cream.

4.

The possibility of developing cooperative bottling should be fully
investigated. This is an area in which further study and research
is needed to clearly define its economic feasibility.

5.

The consolidation of products which would result in the addition
of one new product and the elimination of two presently carried
products should be considered.

This a.rrrangement would be es-

peciel.ly applicable to high fat milk and regular creamline milk.
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6.

Product profitability could also be improved by reducing the
number of container types and sizes in Which these products are
packaged and distributed.

It is suggested that high fat fluid

milk products be hanclled in only one container type, paper or

glass, and in a maximum of two container sizes, excluding
This would reduce substantially the number of items in

bulk~

many

ha.ncllers' product lines without reducing the actual. products
offered to the consumer.
Exhibit I
Percentage Increase or Decrease, in the Average Daily cream Sales,
Five Ohio Milk Markets, 1948 - 1958

Classification

DaytonSpringfield
Toledo Average*
Cincinnati Cleveland Columbus

cream Sales

3.1%

Milkf at utilized

-15.4

9.2%
-13.8

23.0%

33.8%

-14.0%

-2.6

6.o

-1.9

7.4%
-9.7

*Weighted average.

Exhibit II
Average Milkfat Content of Cream Salee,
Five Ohio Milk Markets, 1948 ~. 1958

Year

Cinc innati

Cleveland

Columbus

Daytons;e;ringfield Toledo Average*

1948

19.36%

12.98%

18.49%

1958

15.34

13.90

15.55

*Weighted average.
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Exhibit III
Percentage Increase or Decrease in Cream Sales, by Market and Cream
Classification, Five Ohio Milk Markets, 1948 - 1958
Single Sour
Cream Cream

Market

Cream
Mixture

Cincinnati

2473.4

.59.2

320.1

- 6.o

3.1

Cleveland

758.9

-37.3

97.9

-6o.6

9.2

Columbus

971.0

.57.6

707.0

-12.8

23.0

Da:yton•Springfield

522.6

-61.1

387.5

.. 8.7

33.8

... 14.6

-62.6

384.1

63.0

-14.o

Toledo

Double
Cream

Average

*

*Weighted average.

Exhibit 'IV
Percentage Decrease in Special Milk Sal.es, Cleveland and
Columbus Milk Markets, 1948 - 1958
Market

Product PoW1ds

Cleveland

-54.9%

Columbus

...37.2

Milkfat Pounds
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Exhibit V
Average Daily Cream Sales as a Percentage of Average Daily
Producer Receipts, Five Ohio Milk Markets, 1948 - 1958
Classification and
Year

Average*

Percentage
Decrease

Product Pounds:
1948
1958

2.94%
1.82

Milkfat Pounds:

-45. 7%

1948
1958
*Weighted average.

Exhibit VI
Average D3.:lly Cream Sales as a Percentage of Average Daily
Fluid Milk utilization, Five Ohio Milk Markets, 1948 - 1958
Classification and
Year

Average

Percentage
Decrease

Product Pounds:
1948
1958

3.92%
2.46

Milkf'at Pounds:
1948
1958
*Weighted average.

-4o.6%
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THE SAIE OF MILK THROUGH HOME DISEENSERS

w.

D. Eickhoff

The use of home milk dispensers is a fairly recent innovation being
inaugurated by Ohio milk handlers in 1957.

In the latter part of 1959, 'When

this stud¥ was conducted there were eight known distributors serving approximately 395 home milk dispensers.

These distributors were located in Toledo,

Mansfield, Bucyrus, Bellefontaine, Urbana, Piqua and J)eyton.
From these eight distributors the names of 200 families were obtained.
They were interviewed by phone or by mail questionnaires between November,

1959 and February, 196o. A total of 103 responses were obtained.
OBJECTIVES
(l) One objective was to determine milk handJ.er policies pertaining to pricing, delivery, services, etc.
a.

Prices:

Pricing of home dispenser milk, on a gallon 'tasis, varied

trom thirteen cents below to four cents above the price of 3.5%
homongenized retail home delivered milk,
b.

Delivery:

M:Uk was delivered on the regular retail route three

times per week.
c. Volume requirements:

Six of the distributors required customers

to purchase a minimum weekly volume of 6 gallons of milk per week
in order to justify installation of a dispenser.

The two other

distributors required minimum weekly volumes of 7-8 1 and 10 gallons.
d.

Service Costs:

It Wa.s customary for the clistributor to furnish the

milk dispenser and stand for a rental fee of sixty cents a week.
The approximate cost of the dispenser and stand was $180.

12~

e. ·-Remove.ls end transfers:

The distributors reported removal.a rang-

ing from 8 to 6o percent.

The weighted average of removal.a for

all the Ohio markets was l 7 percent for an 18 month period.

Rea-

sons given for removal. were: moving out of saJ.es area, space, and
availability of cheaper milk•
(2) The second objective ·was to determine family characteristics of dispenser

users.
'lhe.fam.1ly size varied between

being 6.4 members per family.

3 and 13 persons with the average

{Table I) This is considerably larger

than the average size of Ohio families which was 3.5 members in 1950.

TABIE I
Number of Families and Number of Family Members by
Size of Family, Ohio Home Milk Dispenser Markets
Size of

Family

4 members or less
5 members
6 members
7 members
8 members
9 members
10 members
l l members or more
Total.

NUmber of

Families

16
18
26
19

Number of Family
Members

63
90
156

133

ll

88

6
4

--1

54
4o
~

103

66o

Source: Primary data •.
When the members of the family were grouped by age levels the results
showed a heavy concentration of persons less than 16 years of age and few
persons over 50 years of age.

(Table II).

TABtE II
Number of Family Members and Percentage Distribution of
Family Members, by Age, Ohio Hdme Milk Dispenser Markets.
of FBiiiili
Members

Number of

Age

Family Members

5 years of' age err under

6-10 years

ll-15 years
16-20 years
21-30 years
31·50 years
51 years of' age or over
Total
Source:
(3)

Primary

151
143
99
118

Percentage of
Members

Family

22.88
21.67

15.00
7.27

69

10.45

137
13

20.76

66o

100.00

1.97

data.

'!be third objective was to determine per ca.pita consumption before and

after dispenser installation.
n.te to recent install.ation of the dispensers or

1ncompl.ete .k.now-

ledge of previous milk consumption data pertaining to per capita consumption was restricted to 72 families with a total membership of 465
members.
'!!he mean per capita. consumption before installat1on was i.07 pints
per ~ while per capita consumption after installation was 1.34 pints
per

~'

an increase of 25 percent.

To determine how consumption changed after dispenser installation
families were classified into four groups according to previous consumption habits (Table III).

Using this

classifica~ion

families which were

within the lowest consumption qµa.rt:U.e previous to dispenser instal.J.ation
showed an increase of 90.6 percent in milk consumption after dispenser
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this increase is significant it shou1d not be used

as an absolute guide for future expectations because certain factors
may

have inflated this increase.

First volume requirements probably

affected the families with the lowest milk consumption more than
families which had high consumption habits.

Secondly, the families

selected in this study were not selected at random and therefore cannot be considered as a representative sample of the universe. A third
factor concerns the difficulty involved in determining weekly family
consumption when milk is used from a 3 gaJ.lon dispenser. Avoid.a.nee
of this pitfaJ.l should be attempted by future researchers.

The fam-

Uies in the upper quartile of milk consumption previous to dispenser
installation showed little change in their milk consuming habits.

TABIE III
Average Per Capita Consumption, Members of Class A Families
And Class B Families, Before and After Dispenser
Installation, Ohio Home Milk Dispenser Markets
(Pints Per Person Per Day)

CJ.ass

Per Capita Consumption
Before Installation After Installat~on

Percentage
Change

A*

o.64

• 90.63

~

1.57

- 1.91

*Families whose per capita consumptions fell within the first quartile
-before installing dispenser.
**Families whose per capita consumptions were above the third quartile
_ _ before instalJ..ing dispenser.
Source: Primary data.
Consumption responses were also cl.assified as to family age patterns
with the results sho'W?l in Table

rv.

1J2

TABIE IV
Average Per Ca.pita Consumption Of Family Members, Before
And Arter Dispenser Installation, ~ Family Age
Pattern, Ohio Home Milk Dispenser·Markets
(Pints Per Person Per ~)

Per Capita Consumption
Before Inst8il8tion Arter Inst8llation

Family

Class
C*
DI*
Eflt*

1.09
i.07
1.06
i.07

All.Families

1.29

1.33
1.44
1.34

Percentage
Increase

18.35
24.30
35.85
25.23

*Families with over 50 percent of members less than 13 years ot age.
**Families with 50 percent of members over 13 years of' age and 50 percent
less.than 13 yea.rs of age.
***Families with over 50 percent of members older than 13 years of' age.

Source:

Pr:lma.ry

data..

Families with over tirty percent of the members older then thirteen
years of age showed the largest percentage increase in consumption after
dispenser inste.llation. This is en indication that younger children use
nearly all the milk they need or desire without having a dispenser in the
home. All family age groups showed significant increases / however / and none
should be overlooked in an attempt to increase milk sales through the use of
home dispenser.
Next the families were classified by the number of members in each tamily

and contrasted with the consumption responses

tion. The results a.re in Tabl.e

v.

be~o~

a.nd after instaJ.la-

13'.3
TABLE V

Average Per Capita Consumption Of Family Metnbers,
Before And After Installation Of Home Dlepenser1
:E\Y' Size Of Family
(Pints Per Person Per Day)
Per Capita Consumption
Before Insta:ilation
After Installation
4 members
or less
5-6 members
7-8 members
9 members
or more

i.15
l.18
1.04

0.91

Percentage
Increase

36.52
21.19
25.96
26.37

i.57
1.43
1.31
1.15

Source: Primary data.
Families with four members or less had the greatest increase in
consumption

a~er

dispenser installation.

Since these famiJ.ies are

genereJ..ly composed of two adults and two children the influence of the
adults increased consumption was quite evident. Also the volam requirements of processors would most likely affect this group more than the
larger size families and therefore alter consumption habits.

(4) The fourth objective was to determine consumer attitudes toward the
home milk dispensers.
The respondents in this stuey were questioned concerning their
likes and dislikes of the home in1lk dispensers and the bulk retail delivery system used in this type of distribution.
list of principal likes and dislikes reported

by

The following is a
respondents followed

by the percentage of times mentioned, in relation to the total number
of like expressions.

.

.... -·--·

---------

--- ...
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PrinciJ>l! Likes

Percent ot
Total Ex:pression

l, Convenience

33.1
15.3

2. Colder Milk
3. No Bottles or Cartons
4. Easier to Obtain Milk
5. Better Flavor
6, Ava.ila.bility
7. Less Waste
8. Increased Refrigerator Space
9. Cheaper Milk
(either at present time or eventual.ly)
10. No mess
U. Less Wear and Tear on Refrigerator
12. Cleaner Milk
13. Children Drink More Milk
1.4. Everything

14.5
9.3

7.6
5.1

3.4

2.5
2.5

1.7

:.i.7

1.7
.8

.a

100.0

Total

Principle Dislikes

Percent ot
Total Expression

1.. None
2. Changing Cans
3. Space
4. Cost of Dispenser
5. Cannot Determine Level Of Milk in
Container
6. Spilling Milk by l3a.by
7• Milk Drips from TUbe Once in a. While
a. Defrosting
9• No place for Water when Defrosting
J.O. Novelty to Visitors is Bothersome
u. Scheduling Deliveries is Difficult when more
than Three Cans per Week are consumed
12. Difficult to clean Space Between Dispenser and
Cabinet
13• After Dispensing, it cannot be Returned to can
J.4. Too Me.n;y Dirty Glasses
15. Too easy to Obtain Milk
Total

6o.3
9.7
7.2
4.8
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
1.2
1.2
1.2

100.0
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It is evident, in this

stu~,

consumption will be increased.

that if you get enough milk in homes,

This increase in consumption may result from

milk being rea.dily a.va.:ilable and convenient or that the family will consume

more in order to meet the volume requirements.
Consumption increased significantly for all family age groups a:f'ter
dispenser instal.l.ation with the largest. .increase occurring in families consisting ma.inly of teenagers or adults.
The average family size of the families using home dispensers was
members.

6.4

This was approx1ma.tely tv:tce the size of the average Ch4o ..fem:ll7

which in 1950 was 3. 5 members.
Convenience 1 milk remained col.der 1 and

the

e1:lmine.tion of bottles or

cartons were the pTinciple likes mentioned by the participant in this

stu~.

Two of the pTinciple dislikes were the inconven:tence o:f che.ngj_ng cans and

space requirements of the dispenser stand.

